The first in a series on women as professionals and students in 21st-century higher education, this report is based on interview and questionnaire responses from more than 500 women and men from many occupations, as well as a review of published research on distance learning. It examines the convergence of two major trends: the growth of technology and distance education in the college and university setting, and the demographic shift toward a predominantly female population of non-traditional-age college students. The report focuses on understanding why women pursue online education, what constraints they may face in doing so, and how they perceive online culture, social identity, and communications. Following an introduction, the report’s sections are: (1) "Why Women Go Online: Educational Plans, Preferences, and Aspirations"; (2) "The Digital Divide: Gaps and Bridges"; (3) "Look Who's Talking: Gender Identity and Culture Online"; and (5) "Conclusions and Recommendations." Appendices discuss the methodology and researcher. (Contains approximately 120 references.) (EV)
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Universities in the United States are undergoing dramatic changes as they respond to a competitive global economy, stunning new technological opportunities, and the increased need for and interest in continuing education courses and programs. At the same time, higher education has become more market-oriented and, according to some critics, more hostile to the development of inclusive education in universities. Computer technology has been at the heart of many of the changes, and it has transformed the delivery of education, the development and dissemination of knowledge, and communications between students and scholars. While some administrators and educators predict that bits and bytes will replace brick and mortar in the high-tech college of the 21st century, others are dubious that technology has or will change the fundamentals of education and university learning—for better or worse.

The Third Shift

In 1989 sociologist Arlie Russell Hochschild published a landmark study of work and family conflicts in which she introduced the metaphor of a “second shift” for women in the home. Most women, she explains, “work one shift at the office or factory and a ‘second shift’ at home,” culminating in the equivalent of an extra month of work over the course of a year. One interviewee explained that although she resisted the idea that homemaking was a “shift,” she did feel that “you’re on duty at work. You come home, and you’re on duty. Then you go back to work and you’re on duty.” As Hochschild concludes, “Her home life felt like a second shift.”

This report elaborates Hochschild’s still-timely metaphor of work and family life. It adds education to the equation as a third shift—in addition to paid work and work in the home—for many female students. As lifelong learning and knowledge become ever more important to economic well-being, women and men find they juggle not only work and family, but also demands of further schooling and education throughout their lives. In this report, women students describe how they grapple individually, often in isolation, with time constraints so they can unobtrusively squeeze distance learning into their already packed work and family lives. Through distance education, technology offers new opportunities for many women to achieve educational goals. This report explores why women pursue the third shift; how they manage to balance work, family, and education; and what would make distance learning easier for them.

Coming to Terms: What Is Distance Education?

The terms “online education” and “distance learning” refer to a system and process of connecting students, teachers, and learning resources when they are not in the same location. (Distance education has been tied to communication technologies for many years in the United States, initially after the establishment of an efficient postal system.) In the past several decades, the format of distance education has changed from primarily paper-based instruction to integrated multimedia (such as the delivery of courses via TV programs) to the use of networked computers (the Internet) and the World Wide Web—a part of the Internet that consists of “pages” (documents, which can include pictures and sounds) linked to each other. Internet-based distance education is becoming the major delivery method in the United States and often is referred to as online education, distance learning, web-based learning, computer-based training, distributed learning, or e-learning. Australia and some European countries also use the terms “flexible learning,” “managed learning,” and “open learning.”
What was once a division between online education and e-learning is becoming blurred as universities form partnerships with businesses and each other to better compete in a greatly expanded global market for students. Some people in business talk about continuing or adult education primarily in terms of modules that can be taken when new skills are needed for particular tasks. Most study respondents believe, however, that providing skill training, while necessary for many people and businesses, is not the same as helping prepare students for long-term effective functioning in a variety of situations in a diverse society.

The growth of distance education resulted from many factors, including the following:

- Decreases in government subsidies of the public institutions of higher education
- Increases in costs of higher education at both public and private institutions
- Increases in the number of employed women
- Reductions in secure, long-term jobs
- Increases in credential requirements for entry to and continuing work in many jobs
- Rapid changes in information technologies
- Increases in online business
- Increases in venture capital funding in knowledge enterprises
- Increases in college enrollments
- Increases in attention to lifelong education
- Increases in competition among institutions for education dollars
- Increases in the globalization of competitiveness and commerce
- Shifts to the use of web-based training for workers
- Shifts by the U.S. Army to distance learning via laptop computers

In 2000, students who could afford distance education had their choices of more than 6,000 accredited courses on the web. While 710,000 students enrolled in distance learning courses in 1998, more than 2 million students are expected to enroll in 2002 (U.S. Department of Education, Web-Based Education Commission, 2000, p. 77). According to a recent government document, the average distance learning student is 34 years old, employed part-time, has previous college credit—and is a woman (U.S. Senate, 2001).

Some call what is happening an educational revolution— the first major change in higher education in seven centuries (Cookson, 2000, p. 79). Those who argue that higher education has remained basically the same for many centuries ignore what, for women, has been a revolutionary change during the last century and half: The admission of women into colleges and universities has evolved from a statistical rarity to women slightly outnumbering men overall in undergraduate programs.

Online education should offer important new options and opportunities for women and men interested in higher education, courses, or degrees. Many promoters of web-based courses promise increased and improved educational opportunities, especially for the educationally disadvantaged, which can include adult students, single parents, and others who are unable to attend courses on campuses because of job and family responsibilities, health and physical limitations, or incarceration. However, technology-based changes in higher education programs will not automatically bring increased equality to everyone interested in and deserving of university courses and degrees. In fact, our technological history shows that, at least initially, the uses of new media mimic existing methodologies and disciplines (Brown, 2000, p. 12).

This report examines the convergence of two major trends: the growth of technology and distance education in the college and university setting, and the demographic shift toward a predominantly female population of non-traditional-age college students (60 percent of students over the age of 25 are women). It focuses on understanding why women pursue online education, what constraints
they may face in doing so, and how they perceive online culture, social identity, and communications.

**Why Ask Women About Distance Education?**

In this study of gender and online education, we attempt to remedy the lack of attention paid to women’s interests and involvement with online education by paying special attention to women’s assessments of their experiences and concerns.

Why is attention to women’s perspectives needed in distance education? First, women are the primary users of online education, yet they are dramatically underrepresented in the high-tech sectors charged with producing technological solutions and designing technological delivery systems, software, and educational packages. They are also underrepresented among college and university faculty and administrators currently shaping distance education.

Second, many women returning to college classes face significant barriers not usually experienced by men, or at least not experienced to the same degree. Many women balance job, community, and heavy family responsibilities against their academic work. They often have serious financial burdens. Traditionally they have grappled with these difficulties while also facing inflexible class schedules and academic policies, inadequate childcare, lack of appropriate housing, and lack of reliable transportation (Furst-Bowe, 2000). Can distance learning programs possibly alleviate some of these difficulties?

Finally, adult women often have been—and are today—targeted as a primary constituency for online learning. In the past century, women constituted the majority of students in correspondence courses. Educators usually thought of these women, if they were thought of at all, as education consumers working on the sidelines of higher education to fulfill individual goals. Now that distance education programs have evolved technologically and, under various social pressures, moved to the center of many university programs (at least in terms of long-range plans), universities are searching not only for successful, cost-efficient online courses and programs, but also for additional students to take the courses. Adult women are recruited (although evidently not as consumers of computer science and post-graduate business courses and programs*), yet we know little about how these students and potential students feel about education or about how distance education may or may not increase their access to education.

Many of the women who participated in this study described themselves as having problems (e.g., not enough money to continue their education, many family responsibilities) that require them to improvise individual and often extremely difficult solutions. While their individual situations differ, the number of women currently working to complete courses and degrees online represents a social phenomenon. Awareness of women’s problems and action to help overcome the problems are needed to increase the success of women and online programs.

**A Brief Description of Methodology**

This report is based on a study of interview and questionnaire responses from more than 500 women and men from many occupations, as well as a review of published research on distance learning (see the Appendix for a more complete description of methodology).

Given the increasing commitments of universities and individuals to the development of educational technology infrastructures and the relatively little information about gendered uses of technologies, we asked broad questions about the social and economic aspects of information and communication technologies in higher education. We expanded the discussion by listening to the ideas

*Advertising for some courses seems to be aimed at men. For example, a recent advertisement announcing a new online master's degree in business administration features a photo of a young man in a business suit carrying a baby and groceries. The text reads, "So you can get that degree you need to advance your career, without putting the rest of your life on hold" (Smart Money, Feb. 2001, p. 151).
and concerns of those avoiding distance technologies, as well as those profitably employing them.

Data were collected over a 16-month period using in-depth interviewing and an online questionnaire. Information was gathered from a total of 534 people (481 women and 53 men), including many women reentering academia, potential online students, and teachers and administrators interested in the possibilities and problems of online learning. The interview protocol and online questionnaire included questions about access to resources needed for online learning, learning styles, best and worst educational experiences, and experiences, worries, and successes regarding online education.

We conducted interviews in a variety of places, including homes, businesses, and schools. We collected, transcribed, coded, and analyzed data concurrently to develop theory, additional questions, and key observations as they emerged. Secondary sources provided information about related historical and contemporary actions and about research findings regarding gender and distance learning.

Because many of the most critical issues for women in online education are only now being recognized—and because our sample is, in part, self-selected rather than the product of a random-selection procedure—this study is not an appropriate candidate for quantitative (statistical) analysis. The focus in this study is on researching perspectives and recurring themes expressed by the respondents.

One caveat: any report dealing with computers and Internet use must recognize that statistics about online education change rapidly. Technological change is inevitable. While we recognize that there is always change, we also need to remind ourselves that early designs and decisions about structure and delivery can have long-lasting consequences. The emphasis in this study is, therefore, on long-term issues that have been largely ignored in research and on discussions about attitudes and practices on the Internet and in online education.
Why Women Go Online:
Educational Plans, Preferences, and Aspirations

Contrary to a perception that most online students pursue discrete skills-oriented courses for career or other pragmatic ends, women in this study reveal a wide range of motivations and goals for their online experience. Indeed most respondents are pursuing degrees and emphasize the personal enrichment of the experience as well as its utility. A smaller number pursue courses to meet career needs, while others take courses simply for the enjoyment of learning.

Educational Plans
Although women have varied backgrounds, most have clear visions of what courses and degrees they want and for what purposes. The surprise is, perhaps, how focused they are despite a dearth of clear information about accredited online courses and programs in comparison to traditional programs.

Summaries and examples of respondents' plans follow, beginning with the types of responses given most frequently by the 375 women answering the question about their reasons for taking online courses.

The degree-seekers
More than a third of the respondents are working on or plan to work toward a specific degree online. An almost equal number of these degree-seekers are working on associate, bachelor's, or graduate degrees. Many women underscore, however, that they value not only the credential, but also the personal enrichment and knowledge they acquire through online classes. They view personal and professional advancement as intertwined.

Some women seeking an associate degree define it as an intermediate step in a longer process of educational and occupational preparation. A 32-year-old rural carrier, for example, sees the associate degree as a means to “take out a business loan and open a retail store in a nearby location.”

I am going to take advantage of courses through the U.S. Coast Guard. (I am the spouse of a member.) I plan to obtain my associate's degree, so that I can attend a state university. I would like to finish my master's degree by the time my children are in high school.

—Homemaker and freelance writer, 24, married, children at home

Several women seeking bachelor's degrees aspire to complete the entire degree online. “Distance ed will be part of my life,” a flight instructor predicts. “I am already earning my bachelor's online and will try to do my master's the same way.” A 37-year-old domestic engineer also wants to complete her bachelor's degree through distance education: “I want to have a home-based business, and set up programs in the community to help kids and their families.”

Contrary to popular belief, students do not limit their online course-taking to specific vocational or training goals. Many women in this survey are completing or want to complete bachelor's and advanced degrees through distance learning, including a trainer who for years has been researching how to do her doctoral program online.
I would love to get a degree at some point, and every course I take, onsite or online, is toward that end. If I could complete my undergraduate education online, I would. [Taking classes] is for both personal and career gains, intertwined.

—Iself-employed seamstress, 31, married, children at home

The pragmatists
Respondents in the second-largest group report that they are taking online classes, because they must do so to advance or develop their careers. These women generally offer briefer and less varied explanations than do the degree seekers described above. “I am using distance education right now to obtain a degree for career advancement. I don’t think I could ever call this pleasure,” a 49-year-old alumni director summarizes.

The reluctant users
Women in the third largest category indicate that they do not plan to take a distance education course, are not sure whether they would, or plan to use distance learning seldom or only under extenuating circumstances. “I would prefer not to but if I didn’t have a choice I would try it,” explains an outdoor educator. A grant writer emphasizes that she might pursue an online course “if the opportunity presented itself from a reputable university.”

I am planning on going to a tech school located 5 minutes down the street from my home [rather than take online courses]. ... It is away from home and it is close enough so I can still be available to my family but without having the distractions (sibling rivalry, household chores, phones ringing, etc.).

—Isocial worker, children at home

The lifelong learners
The fourth largest category includes women who pursue online courses primarily because they aspire to be lifelong learners, although, as one woman notes, “the outcome will also advance my career.” Some state that they have obtained as many degrees as they want or need, and they enjoy online courses simply to satisfy their pleasure in learning. A technical instructor with distance learning experience explains: “I have my degree—but I hope to continue learning and growing as a person. Distance learning helps provide opportunities for education without tying me to a fixed location every week.”

Although I only have a BA (in elementary education), I have no interest in further degrees. I am always thirsty for more understanding, knowledge, pleasure.

—Icaregiver for grandchild and retired state legislator, 62

The interested poor
Some women are interested but “too poor right now to even consider” online classes, as a “divorced, poor, and stressed” woman describes herself. Others in this category specify that they cannot afford the computer and other course materials required for online learning.

Some women who had identified online programs of interest indicate that distance learning may solve time constraints but not financial constraints. A single, 55-year-old consultant survey designer states: “Online courses are usually overpriced given the relative cost of providing such instruction compared to onsite instruction. I resent the charges currently asked by many programs. ... I had hoped that the Internet would provide a more economical means of acquiring ‘higher’ education.”

The career changers
Some women taking or interested in taking online course want to make their lives better for themselves or for themselves and their children. For some this goal means using distance learning to change career paths. A 22-year-old bartender plans “to use the education to become something—basically to get...
away from what I am doing. I do not want my mind
to rot and I am ready for a career.” Other women
cite a desire to move toward a career that satisfies
“monetary needs as well as emotional needs,” as a
medical radiology transcriptionist who feels “empty
in my current field” explains.

The disappointed
More than a dozen women want to obtain a degree
online but cannot find courses in their fields. “I
already used online courses to finish my bachelor’s
degree,” a 40-year-old executive assistant comments,
“and I would use it again to get my master’s degree.
However, there is still a very limited number of
degrees that you can get totally online/distance
right now.”

Preferences
Adult online students came of age in traditional
classrooms—rooms with desks in rows facing a
teacher’s desk or a dais on an elevated platform.
Even now, institutionally drab campus rooms are
used in 50-minute sequences and are equipped with
bells that begin and end the time that teachers and
students spend together. Increasingly classrooms, at
least in better-endowed colleges, are equipped with
electronic teaching aids such as overhead projectors
and connections for computers. While classrooms
offer a place for students and teachers to meet on a
regular basis with the possibility of stimulating
conversations and challenging lectures, some
students may experience the classroom and its
rhythm and structure as confining, tedious, or
unduly regimented.

Now that distance learning has created new
means of delivery for education, we asked respon-
dents whether they would prefer online or
traditional classes.

Online courses
Almost half of the approximately 350 women who
responded to this question opt for online courses,
the vast majority for pragmatic reasons involving
their current work and family situations. (Women
responding to the online survey may be more likely
to favor distance learning than a representative
sample of women in school might be.) Dozens
of women praise the flexibility of online courses,
and many others cite the ability to control of their
time and schedules. A much smaller number
explain that they actually prefer the online learning
experience itself.

Having flexibility
Flexibility—the ability to control their time and
coordinate work, school, and home responsibilities
—is a watchword for women who prefer online
education and is a particularly strong selling point
for adult women students who typically bear the
brunt of family and work responsibilities. When it
comes to education, time may be a more precious
commodity than money for some of these women.
A community college program director who has
taken both types of classes prefers distance learning
because it “allowed me to work on classwork on my
schedule. ... I could take my laptop on business
trips and work on classwork in hotels or work early
morning hours or on the weekend. [I was] not
locked into a specific class time/place.”

The flexibility of submitting papers
at midnight is critical to my accom-
plishment. Because I own my own
business and am a wife and mother,
I would have a more difficult time
attending an on-campus class regularly
and promptly.

—Marketing consultant, 40, married, child at home

Women who mention flexibility state that distance
learning allows them to fit education into their
work and family schedules, rather than trying to
fit their lives into the schedules of traditional
education. “I work full-time and have a family,” a
43-year-old associate faculty member describes. “I
must find courses in my doctoral program that fit
my schedule. Pretty impossible at times!”

Learning at their own pace
Some women appreciate the flexibility of the online
learning process itself and the ability to study at
their own pace without schedule restrictions.
Explains a survey design consultant: "I like to learn at my own pace (fast) and at odd (to other people) hours. ... I often remain at the computer learning new software for 10+ hours at a stretch and prefer such intensive immersions vs. classrooms broken into hourly learning sessions." A 51-year-old director of communications similarly values the completion of courses "at a pace that is comfortable for me. I do not appreciate micromanagement either at work or in an academic situation."

Distance education, please! My own time, my own pace. I can go to my son's football games, I can see my daughter play basketball for the first time in her life. ... I can spend much-needed time with my husband. I can do my own thing, when I choose to do it—and still work ten hours a day! What more can you ask for!

—Air Force civilian, 37, married, children at home

Minimizing commuting costs and time
Some women prefer online education to save the time, costs, and hassle of commuting to colleges many miles away. A single, 38-year-old speech pathologist reports that with distance education she can spend more time studying rather than traveling 200 miles to the nearest college offering the courses she needs. A 35-year-old South Dakotan says that blizzards and hazardous conditions can make traveling 90 miles to the nearest college impractical.

Enjoying online courses
While most fans of online courses give pragmatic reasons, a much smaller number indicate that they substantively prefer online classes, some emphatically so. A teacher's aide praises the relaxed atmosphere of distance education, and an instructor with children at home prefers distance learning because she loves using the Internet. Other women value interaction with diverse students, including a teacher's assistant who has "contact with students from the West Indies, Japan, and Saudi Arabia" in her distance learning class.

Minimizing childcare costs
Many women mention that distance education helps them control childcare and travel costs, and some list these indirect costs as the primary reason for their online preference. "If I could cut my two-hour per day commute to classes, my life would be so much easier," explains a single mother who lives at home. "I pay $500 per month in day care fees so that I can go to school."

Meeting special needs
Women who wrote about physical problems and psychological characteristics in traditional classrooms also indicate in follow-up conversations that their special needs are rarely understood. Working online often alleviates problems of access associated with physical disabilities.

Traditional classroom
While women who have taken only traditional courses usually say that they prefer traditional education, many of them also say that they are interested in trying distance education courses. Many women who have taken both say they prefer traditional classes, but their situations make it impossible or difficult for them to take such courses. Women prefer traditional methods of instruction, in descending order of prevalence, for face-to-face interaction, the structured pace of the traditional classroom, better learning and retention, and immediate feedback from teachers and fellow students.

I prefer traditional ... but I did like certain aspects of distance learning because 1) it's at my pace, 2) I can zap off e-mail to the professor, and 3) Convenience and time savings in commuting. ... However, one disadvantage of distance learning is lack of interaction with professors and other students, and missing the classroom dialogue.

—Reference librarian, 52
Enjoying the interaction and social aspects of the classroom
Most women who prefer the traditional classroom point to its social atmosphere and face-to-face encounters. Significantly, these women view interaction online as a less satisfying, immediate, or authentic form of human contact than face-to-face contact. "I prefer being with live people over sitting in front of a computer alone," a high school English teacher comments. Another woman states that online instruction would not make her feel like a student. As an account executive says: "I recently had to choose between the two. I chose traditional because I would miss the human contact."

Many women who prefer the traditional classroom elaborate that they like to see facial expressions and other nonverbal responses and cues of classmates and instructors. "Traditional is best because you maintain face-to-face rapport with your instructor and classmates," says a 48-year-old teacher, who is working on a master's degree through distance learning. Another woman echoes, "Interactions with students and [seeing their] facial expressions can teach you a thing or two." A 39-year-old billing clerk characterizes distance learning as "very solitary, and much discipline is needed to keep yourself on track." She prefers traditional classes because they are "MUCH easier. You see the instructor face-to-face; you can freely ask questions, and you can listen to the questions raised by other students. [You can hear ] ideas and thoughts you may not have envisioned on your own."

Learning and retaining more through traditional classroom instruction
Some women feel that traditional instruction benefits them as "visual learners" and provides a "hands-on atmosphere [that] assists in material retention," as a computer lab technician elaborates. An office assistant notes that she has a learning disability that necessitates "hearing and seeing instruction."

Wanting the possibility of immediate feedback and tutoring
Some women prefer the traditional classroom because they want immediate feedback. While distance learning may offer instant feedback, these women "feel more comfortable when I can ask questions or get clarification," as a technology coordinator summarizes. An airline employee writes, "The traditional method allows for immediate feedback and less time spent writing."

I took a distance course before, but I just prefer to have a body there giving instructions.
—High school counselor, 30, single, child at home

Combination of traditional and online methods
Respondents know that people learn in a variety of ways, and many refer to their own learning styles when they indicate whether they prefer traditional or online formats. Many state that they would most like a combination of formats. A 32-year-old woman prefers "traditional and would like this to be supplemented with an online component." This hybrid of traditional and online is increasingly what on-campus students experience today, as many of their classes use communication and information-gathering technologies via the Internet. A 46-year-old flight attendant and graduate student seeks "the input of peers in a conference table setting," yet feels that "distance education would certainly make life easier for me."
I prefer a combination of both. I live in a rural area ... the nearest college is one hour away. And I am a snowbird in the winter. With distance learning I could experience uninterrupted instruction—but it's nice to listen to a live person once in a while.

—Retired English-as-a-second-language teacher, 61

Several dozen women say that the preference for traditional or online learning would depend on the specific course. They argue that certain subjects may be more amenable to one or the other method. Some women prefer a traditional classroom if the subject is more technical, such as computer programming, but prefer distance education for a class such as English or math. A facility planner and manager prefers “distance education for all of my liberal arts/general education requirements,” with traditional delivery for courses related to her field. A temporary employee and registered nurse says: “A course that involved theory, math problem solving, etc., I could learn with only occasional answers online. If it involved a ‘hands on’ subject like computer architecture, I would prefer traditional delivery.” These comments challenge the perception that online education is valuable primarily for technical, non-liberal arts, skills-based subject matter.

A few others said that their preference would depend upon the skills and charisma of the teacher offering the courses. Many others stress that to even talk about the kind of instructional delivery and interaction they prefer is irrelevant, because they have no choice.

Comments

Most respondents who have taken online courses are generally enthusiastic about computer-based learning. This enthusiasm reflects that of students in a study done in the United Kingdom by Dewhurst, Macleod, and Norris (2000). Sixty-two students (76 percent of them women) in an undergraduate human physiology class used computer modules with color graphics and animation—tools that encouraged interactivity by, for example, requiring students to drag labels from a list and drop them in the correct places on diagrams and to perform such calculations as pulse and vessel resistance. In general, students liked the flexibility offered by the computer-based program, which enabled them to study at their own pace and where and when they wanted. Another recent U.K. study found that most adult students taking part in (different-sized) online forums found the experiences positive (Hammond, 2000).

Other studies comparing online courses to traditional courses with similar content indicate that students can be equally satisfied with different methods of learning. One recent study found, however, that traditional students perceived that they had more interaction than did online students, even when a collaborative group project was included to promote online interaction. The online students indicated that they missed the face-to-face contact they would typically have in a traditional course, but the convenience of not having to drive long distances was more important than the contact (Card & Horton, 2000, pp. 241-242).

Many recent studies are primarily case studies with small sample sizes. They are also limited in that students typically prefer the course delivery method in which they participate. The studies indicate that while delivery methods differ, many students can be satisfied with each. A major lingering concern, however, is that many students do not feel they have a choice about the educational delivery method.

Regardless of what they most want, many women report that they must take online courses to successfully manage their other responsibilities. They repeatedly report the need to be close to home for family obligations. Some men also report that because of employment obligations they want to take courses online, and several remark that they cannot leave their families to travel to or stay on the campuses that have the desired degrees.

A 31-year-old salesclerk and part-time student gave a fairly typical response when she said: “I really prefer to learn through discussions, but right now
we need to save money, and I need to stay home with my children. My husband would be in favor of distance education since I would be able to care for my children instead of putting them in day care."

An Education of Last Resort?
Participants were asked if they thought that distance education is a good alternative study method when it is the only way to take a course. Not surprisingly, almost all responded with at least an initial “yes.”

More than half stated that distance learning provides excellent opportunities for women who have children, heavy work responsibilities, disabilities, or tight schedules, or who reside in geographically isolated areas. “Internet learning is a dream come true for women like me with families and full-time jobs,” a computer lab technician responds. A high school English teacher recommends distance learning because it “allows the caregiver to access a class at her/his convenience. For example, the quiet times for myself are after 11 p.m. when everyone is asleep. It is at this time I can concentrate.”

Other respondents similarly characterize online learning as the educational option of last resort for some students who “may not have another chance to further their education,” as a 34-year-old housewife describes. A 30-year-old with a child at home notes, “If the classes I took weren’t online last semester, I would have dropped out of school for sure.”

[Distance learning] allows us the option to continue growth during what could be inhibiting years.
—Program consultant, 52, married, child at home

Some women say that online programs are not only a viable last resort for women with tight schedules, but, even more explicitly, they also provide equal opportunities. “To deny an online education would be to deny education to someone based on a handicap. The handicap may be lack of transportation, childcare, or even a ‘handicap’ on the part of an institution [with] a limited number of faculty, courses, and programs,” opines a 51-year-old director of communications.

Best and Worst Experiences
Knowing what students think of as their best and worst educational experiences is an important basis for thinking about any major changes in higher education. What do women—or men—want from their education? What delivery methods, classroom styles, curricula, or other characteristics stand out in their minds as especially positive or negative? Hundreds of women were asked to assess their educational experiences and, significantly, most describe an online course as their best experience. Their recent educational experiences and the stated focus of this study undoubtedly produced more examples of online courses as best experiences than we would otherwise find. See the sidebar on pages 16 and 17 for the comments.

Learning Styles
Online courses use a variety of teaching and learning styles, and options will increase in the future, at least for those who can afford and wish to use computer microphones and cameras. Most respondents list more than one way when asked how they learned. Yet the highest number choose independent work because they have very tight schedules and they will receive grades based primarily on their individual work. The responses are listed from most to least frequently mentioned.

There are very few studies that look at the process of learning in online and distance education contexts, let alone the perspectives of the tutors and students involved.
—Vice president of education in a company that provides online tutoring and learning support, 38

Independent study is preferred
Challenging assumptions that women prefer to work in collaborative group settings, the majority of women indicate that they prefer independent
Educational Experiences
Summary Statements

The following categories are listed from those given most frequently to those listed least often.

BEST

Individuals often indicate satisfaction with a combination of factors (e.g., teacher and teaching methods).

Experiences in online courses
"I am able to really spend time on any problems that I come across, and I have always been able to reach my professors by email, and they respond immediately."

—Early childhood educator, 34

"I am able to pursue my career and work full-time. I also have the opportunity to learn new technology."

—Registered nurse, 25

"The university people do their best to work with the soldier's hectic schedules. I was able to successfully complete the [online] course without the stress of [missing classes]."

—Educational counselor, 35, single

"One of the best classes I have taken. ... I had to go to the high school where the computer lab was networked [to the university]. You could see the teacher ... and she could interact with you. The atmosphere was relaxed and enjoyable."

—Teacher's aide/student, 32, married, children at home

"My best experiences have always been associated with an open and caring instructor. ... Getting students involved and offering mutual respect always makes the experience valuable."

—Professor, 49, single, child at home, distance learning experience as teacher and student

"He was very active, candid, enthusiastic, and inspirational. ... This experience made me more aware of the need [in my own teaching] for demonstrations, labs, and hands-on experiences for the students."

—High school science teacher, 29, married

Subject matter
"Best experience—taking the leap of faith to leave a high-profile city job to follow my passion—that of herbs and herbal medicine. I began by taking a correspondence course and am now a third-year student at an herb school."

—Herbalist/nutritional consultant, 35, single, distance learning experience

Connections with other students
"For the last year I have been educated in teacher training by online distance learning and most of my fellow classmates are from various part of the world. Great discussion and brainstorming!"

—Part-time student/full-time office administrative worker, 44, single, distance learning experience

Teaching method and delivery
"I thought my education would suffer by taking classes outside the classroom. I was wrong. I've learned far more in my Internet courses than I had at many classes I took on campus. It's a lot of work and takes self-discipline, but I really enjoy being able to study and learn in the comfort of my own home and by my schedule."

—Accountant, single, distance learning experience
Personal Successes
"Acquiring my bachelor's degree at the tender age of 54 was intense but the day I was finally able to walk into graduate school was unimagined bliss. Distance learning is a great boost to higher education, especially for women who still carry the duties of work as well as household. When we can use cable TV for a class, or, better yet, the Internet for a class, it is a real privilege."

— Salvation Army program director, 56, married, recent degree, distance learning experience

"[In the classroom] we were graded on pronunciation and the ability to captivate the class. I was granted the speech award for the year. Speech class taught me how to be expressive and free with my thoughts and emotions. A valuable lesson indeed."

— Homemaker, child at home, plans to work on master's online

Worst
Teachers
"I had a teacher (in graduate school!) who believed that it was his way or the highway and told us all that we couldn't possibly know anything about the subject except what we learned from him. It was the worst class I ever took."

— Conferences and events planner, 31, married

"I was an 'A' student in high school chemistry. ... No matter how much I enjoyed the study of [college] chemistry itself, I could not grasp anything that this man was teaching. ... I approached him after class with questions about what he had just covered and he would often reply with 'I just covered this in class.' After being humiliated so many times by him, someone who is supposed to offer support and assistance to the students, I gave up on chemistry altogether."

— Program aide in mental health, 24, single

"The professor who would effusively praise the one white male for anything he said and would discount any other comments from others in the class. It was discouraging."

— Associate professor, 42, married, children at home, has taught interactive TV course

Distance Learning Courses
"Worst, our online class. ... Our final project was a term paper and the due date had been posted. Somehow my instructor cut the class 5 days short. The problem was that everyone in the class got on the website only once a week. When he put on the site that the last quiz and the term paper were due 5 days early, at least half the class didn't see this posting until after the class had ended! He offered incompletes, but I need government reimbursement so I needed the grade that semester. He gave me my grade, but it was a lot of stress, and I received no apology."

— Student, 30, single, child at home

Costs
"I sometimes feel very punished for not wanting to be on welfare and making an active choice to seek and accomplish my education."

— Radiographer, 38

Boredom
"I never learn much when the instructor micro-manages the class and has every assignment and project mapped out completely."

— Former software developer

Harassment and Hostility in Classes
"I was taking algebra and a classmate informed me that the instructor wanted to ask me out on a date. I decided to drop the class."

— Sales associate for luxury eyewear, single

Age
"I have found it very difficult to adjust to students' somewhat high school mentality such as grades for attendance."

— Sales/student, 31, married, children at home
study. Many had recently taken online courses, and online students may be more likely to prefer independent study. Older women may prefer different learning methods than do younger women, and technology and new communications methods may have changed students' expectations and preferences for education or make collaborative work more difficult.

While more than half list independent study as their first choice, many of them say they learn best by first reading, researching, and writing and then participating in group discussions to hear other opinions and ideas. "Independent work gets the knowledge available, the discussions implant it," a 22-year-old flight instructor explains.

I would choose a little of each, but if I had to rank them, I would put independent work first, followed by discussion, then group work. In group work, I tend not to be as self-assured as I should be. If someone in the group is pushy (even if they are not so competent), I will let them take over. I just do not enjoy the friction.

—Salvation Army program director, 56, married, recent degree, distance learning experience

Many women prefer independent study because they can count on themselves more than anyone else, an important factor for people with tight schedules. "I think the mature learner is usually on a mission, and independent work is fine," summarizes a high school guidance counselor taking an online course.

The best learning comes from a combination Many women indicate that they learn equally, in integrated ways, from all three methods (group, independent, and a mix of both)—a "totality of elements," as an administrative assistant describes. A 30-year-old teacher states that she learns best from a combination: "We share ideas and expand our thinking through discussions. I go into deeper thinking and organize my comprehension through independent work. In group work, we check our understanding and help fill each others' gaps." A 62-year-old retired state legislator reports that she relies on a variety of experiences: "I read, I listen, I ask, I feel, I experience; I need both group work and time to let ideas settle, sift."

I learn through discussion, independent [work], and group work. In any class you have independent work. The chat room discussions were just like being in a class situation (my typing is improving), and our study group via e-mail and chat room was a great learning tool.

—Educator, 52, married, finishing master's degree online except for field project

Group discussion is important A smaller number of women indicate that they learn primarily through group work, because they are team players, accommodating-style learners, or socially outgoing. A grant writer, 62, for example, reports that she gets sidetracked easily, so discussions are usually the most efficient way to learn. She particularly likes short, intensive, focused workshops and seminars where teacher/student roles are flexible and interchangeable.

No group work, please! Echoing women who express a preference for independent study, many women state that they loathe group work. Their reasons usually have to do with the difficulty of fairly allocating and sharing work. "I am a fairly organized, reliable, punctual person and I get upset easily with people who are laid back," comments a 28-year-old homemaker with children at home. A computer lab technician finds group work "fun but it can also be stressful if I am teamed with students who are not responsible."

Partners are notorious for letting people down; in my case I'd rather do it myself.

—Unemployed, 51, married, uses a wheelchair
Women also dislike group work because of the difficulty in agreeing on tasks and methods, logistical problems, pressure to go along with decisions made by the most powerful of the group, dislike of the indecisiveness and politics that can be involved in group work, and the relatively slow speed of group work. Many women reported enjoying group discussion but not group work.

Teachers are more likely than students to be interested in including group work in their courses.

**The E-Student: Who Is Most Suited for Online Education?**

Published guides for successful distance learning include the following student indicators for success in online courses: highly motivated, independent, active learners who have good organizational and time management skills, study without external reminds, and adapt well to new learning environments (see, for example, *The Distance Learners Guide* [1999]). Women’s descriptions of the ideal e-student confirm many of these characteristics.

Women responding to questions about the people most suited for online education mention both the pull factor (being interested in online learning because of the particular attractions of this method of studying) and the push factor (barriers to access to other methods of studying). Many note that success online depends on motivation, time-management skills, maturity, and, according to a smaller number of women, the ability to work late at night or early in the morning. Many of the respondents said that online courses are more likely to be a good fit for older women who are more focused on goals and less on social interaction.

**Desirable student characteristics**

Dozens of women believe that many students are well-suited for distance learning courses. Some argue that all classes should be available through distance education. The following characteristics are listed from the most to the least stressed. Summary statements describing which students are best suited for distance learning are included in the sidebar.

---

**Students Best Suited for Distance Learning**

"Those who work full-time and want to spend more time in their home environment. Those who are not confident about contributing in a classroom environment. Students with transportation challenges. Students who feel their family members can [support] them ... people who travel a lot and would miss too many classes, but who have access to a portable computer. Students who are homebound with young children. Students who have medical problems. ... Students who require privacy. Students who live in areas that have harsh winters ... etc., etc., etc."

—Executive secretary, 56, married, distance learning experience

"Those who are not afraid of computers. ... Those who enjoy learning. ... Women who have families but don’t want to put their educational pursuits on hold until children have reached maturity. Minority students. ... Students who write well and can do independent research."

—Psychologist, 41, married, children at home, distance learning experience

"Those who are independent, highly motivated, have ideas of his/her own, are curious, willing to be open about life experiences and perceptions that may be counterculture, or maybe someone who is isolated (social, emotional, familial, geographic) who wants to explore new options."

—Grant writer, 62, married
**Highly motivated**

Many women describe difficult situations in their lives where they saw education as the only way out. Distance learning provides a no-frills, direct route to an educational goal for the student who has “set her mind to doing it,” a 43-year-old student observes. “I was just looking to the goal” of finishing a bachelor’s degree, comments a 40-year-old executive, “not to the social interaction of it.”

I was a run-away wife; I left a bad situation, with my daughter and my son. There’s definitely a need for distance learning because there are a lot of other women of color like myself. I was living in St. Croix. After a major hurricane, the island was really crippled. I had a computer but no electricity. So for three months, I borrowed a generator in order to type my dissertation. It was a challenge, but I really wanted the degree.

—University teacher, 45

According to a 22-year-old flight instructor, highly motivated students are fed up with the traditional discriminatory attitudes of the standard classroom or don’t have time to sit in a classroom learning materials that have no relevance to their daily or future life.

Women emphasize that primary caregivers may have special incentives to excel at distance learning. A nail technician and single mother taking two online classes believes that distance learning is best suited to “people like me who have no choice but to work to make ends meet but want to go to school so they won’t have to struggle for the rest of their lives.”

**Independent**

Most of the women taking online courses think of themselves as being or becoming independent students and stress the importance of this trait for online success. Significantly, although most online courses include chat rooms or forums for discussion, respondents often characterize online education as solitary pursuits that reward “a person who is comfortable working alone, not needing direct social contact with others,” as a 28-year-old student observes. A 36-year-old paralegal suggests that the student most suited for online courses “does not thrive on being with people all the time.”

**Older, more mature students or non-traditional-age students**

Some women mention maturity and view older, more experienced students or non-traditional-age students as beneficiaries of online courses. A 52-year-old program consultant talks about how many women of her era are experiencing the four Ds—death, downsizing, drug and alcohol abuse, and divorce. But, she notes, these women are also using technology to support themselves through these otherwise isolating changes. If done right, she says, online courses can be exciting—and students can feel like there is a campus. Some women suggest that older students who took courses in a traditional classroom years ago may now have economic or physical reasons to consider distance learning.

What kind of student benefits the most from online learning? Probably people like me who are older. I would not feel as comfortable in a classroom of all young people.

—Unemployed, 49, married, no distance learning experience

Conversely, a few women mentioned that distance education might work well for high school students who wish to take courses not offered in their schools or who are academically ready for college but not ready for the college “experience.”

**Good computer skills**

Some respondents mention the need for good computer skills.
What student is best suited? The visually oriented student because you need to be doing hands-on work, interactive with the computer.

—Teacher, 39, married, children at home, taking graduate courses online

Ambitious
Some women stressed the importance of drive, focus, and a passion for learning, all closely related to motivation. For example, an environmental technician feels that the distance learning student “needs to have a serious education goal in mind ... and not just [be interested] because he/she won’t have to get up and attend a traditional class at 8 a.m.”

Ambitious, goal-oriented, independent thinkers who will seek out the resources needed to complete assignments.

—Former software developer/graduate student, 33, married, child at home

Other characteristics
The student most suited for distance learning has financial and emotional support from others at home; the desire for material relevant to the student’s daily or future life; a willingness to embrace challenges; good communications skills; good typing skills; an enjoyment of written communications, perhaps even over the spoken word; a willingness to work harder than students taking courses in the classroom; a lack of access to traditional classroom courses; and physical disabilities that make classroom attendance difficult.

Comments
We asked the respondents to focus on the attributes of individual students. We could also, with benefit, have asked what characteristics an online program must have to make it possible for students to study effectively and finish courses successfully. Based on the information in this report, one possible response is the ideal educational experience provides students with a variety of different learning opportunities (an integrated system of online time, lectures, collaborative sessions, one-on-one interactions with a peer or professor), considers employment and family responsibilities, and offers courses at a cost that reflects not only institutional costs but also the resources of students.
Increasingly, distance learning or online education means accessing educational material through the Internet, so research on how various social and economic groups use the Internet is relevant to any study of online education.

There's “an information caste society” —a two-tiered system, a wired population and a population that isn't. The reason the caste metaphor fits is that the division is highly self-perpetuating. For example, people who are online know which programming languages are still important for jobs. People who aren't online are making decisions based on outdated information.

—Nicholas Burbules, university professor and educational technology researcher

The initial euphoria over the Internet resulted from its democratic potential and environment. This electronic space did not see race, sex, socioeconomic class, or age, and thus admitted everyone as equals. Studies in the 1990s, however, sounded cautionary notes that access to and use of computers varied greatly depending upon class, age, nationality, race, and native languages. These studies led educators and policy-makers to recognize a digital divide in education and online culture.

Yet in searching for factors that distinguish and explain the digital divide, researchers often ignore gender and focus exclusively on race/ethnicity, class, or region. In many digital divide discussions little mention is made of the differences between women and men overall or in any racial or ethnic group.

In addition, most surveys do not seek information about gender differences within households. We know that “family” resources often are not evenly divided among males and females in a household, so studies that treat the family as one unit of analysis do not give us information about computer ownership and use within the family.

Most surveys of Internet users pay attention to the socioeconomic and employment status of the users but do not ask the women and men respondents questions about, for example, work and family responsibilities—and thus about time and financial factors that may be centrally responsible for the purchase, maintenance, and use of computers.

This section will explore potential obstacles that women identify to online participation.

Student Costs

Students and prospective students discussed costs of education more than any other topic. Many people remain convinced that distance learning eventually will be a relatively inexpensive mode of education. Many women with difficult economic situations express keen interest in taking courses; however, at the moment distance learning is used disproportionately by the relatively well-resourced. Some poorer students may take a course and then temporarily drop out of the program to earn and save money to pay for the next course, trying to earn a degree even if it takes many years.

Understanding the full costs of education also requires understanding indirect costs and, for women, inequalities of power, resources, and access.
in families. For example, respondents indicate that the cost of childcare usually is added to women's lists of expenses but not to men's. Successful students report that family members support them. But many report heavy home demands, which often make it difficult for them to take and complete distance education courses.

Money is always the issue. My husband lost his business at 52, and at 59 sees the company he is working with going under. I have been looking for funding but have no good leads. I had to borrow from family for my last two classes. I feel like quitting because I'm adding such a burden with money we don't have.

—Elementary school teacher, 56, married, distance learning experience

Tuition
Most students report paying approximately the same tuition for online classes as they do for traditional courses. The debate about institutional costs for different delivery methods continues, with some recent reports indicating that online instruction is usually more expensive than in-person instruction, at least for courses without many sections (Carr, 2001).

In the past, only those students taking at least 12 hours of traditional courses a week could be considered full-time and apply for federal full-time financial aid. (This regulation was enacted in part to prohibit federal financial aid to mail order diplomas or diploma mills.) Financial aid is not a major concern for working men and women whose companies cover their educational expenses, but it is a huge concern for millions of single parents with low incomes and no other financial resources. More than one third of college students attend classes part-time; more than half of these students take fewer than six credit hours each term (Wolff, 2001).

Funding for distance learning may be more limited or restricted than for traditional courses. Several women comment that restrictions on funding and loans for distance learning impede their participation. “I have a child and a job and I looked at the possibility of taking online courses, but the main reason that I did not ... was because the financial aid ... would not cover any costs, and I just did not have that kind of money,” observes a graduate student and online tutor in her 20s.

While their specific situations and accounts vary, single women without children often mention that they can afford to take a course because they are single. They speculate that they would not have as much financial freedom or time if they had complex family responsibilities.

If I wanted to take a distance-learning course, I'm sure my agency would find a way to pay for it. Or, I would not have much of a problem affording a class myself, from time to time. My lifestyle is not constrained by demands of a family, work schedule, and financial well-being.

—Family transportation specialist, 23, single

In this study women who responded to the questions about online education do not represent a random sampling of U.S. women. They do, however, come from an impressive variety of occupations, experiences, and economic situations. Many of them report difficult financial situations even as they strategize to find ways to take online courses. In this they are similar to the women in a number of other studies that found the cost of education, including distance education, a particularly difficult barrier for women to overcome (Blum, 1998).
Cost is the most important factor. I am a homemaker. My husband is not very supportive of my pursuing a degree. I currently have no income of my own. Most agencies do not seem to provide grants to individuals seeking education via distance learning.

—Homemaker/former financial director, married, children at home

In some cases distance education may be more expensive than traditional courses. "The cost of some of the online courses I have researched has prevented me from taking advantage of them," comments a 40-year-old single woman with children at home. "I've found distance education courses more expensive than traditional. By the time I complete my degree, I will have paid the same amount of money as a student who went to a four-year college with housing, books, and tuition." This woman also flags a potential indirect cost if an online course is not approved or cannot be applied toward her degree program, thus necessitating further courses and tuition costs.

Computer-related costs
Some respondents either do not own a computer or own a computer that is inadequate for online courses. Conflicts among family members over computer use usually do not appear in studies that assess household use of computers. For example, a guidance counselor explains that to take an online course, "We might need a new computer at home. We all use it so much I would have to 'fight for time' on the machine."

Students point out that for online courses they are expected not only to know how to use computers, but also to have Internet access (Selke, 2000, April). While not all of them own a computer, most manage some access to the Internet. Some have access to computers, e-mail, and the Internet through their workplace and do not pay direct costs; others use community freenets or commercial services that charge a standard monthly or hourly rate. These costs and resources need to be considered in addition to tuition when thinking about who has access to online learning.

Students also face unique financial and technological pressure with upgrades and improvements to their computer systems.

Constantly, it seems, there are new [software] versions. And then if you don't purchase this or don't upgrade to that, then you have other things that you find on the Internet that won't run because you need the newer versions. ... Plus the computer itself seems to [be outdated] in about two years. Not only do you have to figure out how to get money for new ones, you have to figure out what to do with the old ones.

—Teacher, 34

Students using online resources may find that tuition and access to computer equipment are not the only expenses. For example, several companies offer fee-based online access to books and journals to help students write papers more quickly without trips to the library. (Much of the material most useful for research papers, including book texts, may not be available through such services, raising other pedagogical issues.) Some faculty are concerned that this situation will perpetuate a division of have and have-not users, and faculty consequently encourage these companies to promote institution-wide site licenses to give all students access to the services (Blumenstyk, 2000).

Childcare expenses
Some mothers state that they save money overall by taking online courses and avoiding childcare costs, which offset the higher or comparable tuition costs of online courses. An instructional assistant found online and on-campus tuition costs comparable, but she has a “special needs child at home and [doesn’t] have many childcare options” and, therefore, chose the online course.
Global concerns
Women in other countries list many of the same problems mentioned by women in the United States. Tuition was the central concern for almost all. Additional major problems were difficulty of access to computers and to the Internet, unreliable electrical sources, difficulty finding good online programs in their own culture or language, and difficulty obtaining academic journals and books in nearby libraries.

Age as a Classroom Issue
The ages of typical undergraduate and graduate students have been rising. In recent years, adult undergraduates 24 years of age or older represented between 40 and 45 percent of college students (U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Educational Statistics, 1997). Just 16 percent of college students now fit the traditional college student profile: 18-22 years old, attending school full time, and living on campus (U.S. Department of Education, Web-Based Education Commission, 2000, p. 4).

A large percentage of adult students (65 to 70 percent) are women (Donaldson, Graham, Martindill, & Bradley, 2000, p. 9), however, many older women students perceive themselves to be anomalous or different on campus. Many respondents indicate that because they are older than the typical college student, they feel more comfortable online than on campus.

Because of my age (31), compared to the average college student (18-19), I feel I don't need the social aspect as much as someone younger may feel they need it. In fact, on some levels, I'm happy not to have to deal with other students.
—Legal secretary, 31, distance learning experience

Some women note that they are more comfortable asking questions and conversing online with women closer to their own age because they relate emotionally. “The young teachers are just as willing to help, but it makes me feel old and stupid,” says a 56-year-old.

Similarly, a number of women list age-related experiences in the traditional classroom as factors in their worst educational experiences. For example, a 59-year-old high school teacher describes her worst experience in a core math course where she was unable to follow the lessons quickly: “I would not question anything because I was embarrassed because I was probably the oldest student in the class and felt that I should have been able to keep up.”

A self-employed seamstress who attended traditional courses at a university finds herself frustrated: “I don't have the open exchange of ideas and general fellowship with other students that I felt right out of high school. There is a lack of commonality and empathy that I feel is a barrier in classrooms of mixed ages. I wish it could work. In an ideal world it would, but in my personal experiences, it just hasn't.”

At 37 years of age, a mother [of seven children], a wife, a career woman, I am not worried about what I am missing in a classroom. ... In fact, I'd be reluctant to attend an on-campus class today, especially considering my age.
—Air Force billing clerk, 39, single, child at home, distance learning experience

Some older women welcome the relative anonymity of online culture: “Because we could not visually see each other ... we did not have preconceived ideas about backgrounds [or] abilities. I found that to be interesting, ... Most did not know that I was 55+ unless I told them.”

Age issues in the future
Several administrators predict that evaluations of online and traditional courses will change as U.S. children, raised with TVs and computers in their homes and in their classrooms, enter universities...
and colleges. Administrators, teachers, and students who participated in the study agree that by the time today's elementary school students are eligible for college and university, they will be comfortable using computers as educational tools. Some of the teachers indicate that college-age men who are accustomed to computer action games find text-based online courses slow and dull.

One of the evaluations that came back had one of our instructors as being more effective over video than when he was live. ... I expect that among younger learners that this [video-conferencing] would be a more natural way to learn because they've all grown up with television, and computers are such a big part of their lives.

—Senior information technology adviser, male, 26

The silent online majority?
Older women who report being comfortable with computers and interested in online courses are surprised to hear about similar students. But how would they know? Not through media images, which rarely show older women competently using computers. In TV commercials, for example, female computer users are rarely over 40, and girls are seen much less often than boys. When women are shown using computers, it is usually for routine, unremarkable activities, while men are more likely to be shown embracing the technology for more enjoyable activities, such as playing games (White & Kinnick, 2000, p. 406).

Respondents suggest that they worry about being old or older students at remarkably young ages. Students in their late 20s think of themselves as being unusually old. Not only do women outnumber men among older students, research suggests that women worry about age differences in the classroom to a much greater extent than older male students (American Association of University Women Educational Foundation, 1999). While we hear of a lot about the importance of lifelong learning, universities have not actively demonstrated that students of all ages are welcome on campus and online. People of different ages will, of course, have somewhat different needs and concerns, so welcoming students of all ages will require changes in some programs.

Time Demands

The refrain that distance learning is a good option—or compromise—for women with children and little free time runs throughout this study. A few men also mention the value of distance learning for men with family responsibilities, but male and female respondents note that women, in particular, face time pressures when seeking education.

Women enrolled in online courses have even less time to call their own than do most students in traditional learning environments. Many of them serve a first shift at work outside the home and a second shift as primary caretakers of family members. The only way they can accomplish a third shift—their education—is to fit it in when and where they can. Women, especially those with children, have less free time to be away from their family responsibilities and other work. Distance learning allows them to study at home (at least in the evenings or when off work) while still performing home duties and being available when needed.

Institutions historically have been more concerned with separating the public, linear, formal work world than integrating the traditionally repetitive, multi-tasking, "feminine" world and its rituals of the household, childrearing, and the private sphere. (If institutional concerns were different, we long ago would have set up educational systems with schedules, costs, and provisions that more equally served workers with diverse demands.) While this view is admittedly overly dichotomized (most public leaders must also be available for many tasks at the same time), men and women who want to advance in their careers usually must demonstrate their commitment to their jobs through autonomy from their personal responsibilities (Woodward & Lyon, 2000).
The need to hide private responsibilities is particularly important for women who want to advance in their careers by taking courses and degrees while still maintaining familial relationships. Distance learning courses can be particularly valuable for women who can thus more easily pass the availability tests at work and at home.

As they discuss trade-offs they make in carrying out (often enjoying, sometimes resenting) family responsibilities and pursuing career goals, many women respondents express satisfaction that distance learning allows them to do several tasks at once.

**Student time**

Many online students mention enjoying online discussions but fervently wish to do assignments independently.

> I am pretty busy just like my classmates and I really want to do the work [on my own] and not keep track of my group members.

—32-year-old social worker, distance learning experience

Most mothers study during late evening hours, or, less frequently, very early morning hours. Given that most of these women also have part- or full-time jobs, their preference to set their own study schedules does not seem surprising. One study found, however, that men in online courses usually study from 4 to 8 p.m., while most women studied later, presumably fitting in their course work after fulfilling other commitments (Richardson & French, 2000, p. 305).

While students praise the flexibility of distance learning, some studies show that students often find electronic course discussions time-consuming, especially those students who also meet face-to-face on campus during regularly scheduled times. Online courses may also accelerate the student's expectations about access to a professor's time and instant responses to questions. One study found that students appreciated their e-mail communication with an instructor who promised to return all messages within 24 hours (Chapman, 1998).

Most students who have taken online courses mention receiving quick e-mail responses from their professors, but some perceive a trade-off between speed and quality. "The only shortcoming I feel with my online classes was the lack of specific feedback from the instructor on assignments," complains a 59-year-old registered nurse. "I missed the instructor's comments in the margin. ... Feedback in the distance format seemed to be more global in nature. But this situation can change as instructors get more feedback from the students, and learn more about what technology has to offer."

One interviewee, a journalist who specializes in online education, notes that he had talked to many students who were frustrated because "there was never a classroom where they could get a quick answer."

**Faculty time**

The administrator of an accredited and very successful (in terms of retention and student satisfaction rates) online graduate degree program states that faculty in the program are given a full term (with no other courses to teach) to develop a new online course and are responsible for only one course the first term they teach it. Another online network administrator indicates that because online faculty at his university spend so much time supporting and advising students, they earn an extra thousand dollars per course. He also suggested that if online programs do not adequately support faculty, "nobody will want to teach these courses, because they're just too labor intensive."

Coordinating collaborative web-based courses is time-consuming for faculty members, particularly if they try to monitor the interaction in small group discussions that are a part of many web-based courses. Their continual involvement seems to discourage harassment (especially in undergraduate courses) and help guide and support discussions. These factors suggest that web-based courses need to be much smaller than many of the large lecture courses now offered in traditional programs. One
A study of the value of collaborative learning online for a master's in business administration program suggests that unless a college is prepared to commit substantial new resources to online programs, developing web-based courses and programs is not a good idea (Arbaugh, 2000, p. 508).

Comments
Most respondents emphasize that time is a critical issue for almost everyone involved in online learning. Students can overload teachers and vice versa. Students may expect very quick electronic responses to their individual requests and may create huge volumes of text in electronic discussions. Teachers can (too) easily, with a few keystrokes, send massive amounts of reading material to students (Hawisher & Moran, 1997). As one administrator for a center for new designs in learning and teaching warns, some teachers are “including a bunch of technological stuff but not taking anything out of the course to make room for it.” Students may find themselves working more with the technology than with the professor or the subject material.

Family Factors
Online courses and programs are sometimes presented as the ideal higher education delivery methods for women, who are often assigned or take on most of the responsibilities for childcare and domestic work. In the United States, women still perform 70 to 80 percent of childcare, which, of course, affects how much time they can spend on paid work and education (Williams, 2000). The mismatch between the realities of family life and images of the ideal worker and student is a widespread social dilemma that, in Williams' words, is “bad for men, worse for women, and worst for children,” with important implications for everyone in our country. Because it is seldom discussed as such, however, women are left to work out individual solutions.

We are made to feel guilty if we go to school when we “should” be taking care of children. Our government is not really interested in children or in education. If there was real interest, then the officials will begin by asking what is best for all human beings? What systems do we need to make things work the best? We would not start by saying, “Oh, online education is great for women who have to take care of children.” Listen to the assumptions behind that statement.

—Graduate student, 40s, children at home

Lack of family support for online education may come in the form of increasing demands for attention and help, destroying course materials, guilt-tripping, denying childcare assistance, refusing to set aside time or space in the home for study, and refusing to spend family finances on women's education (Kirkup & von Prümer, 1997; Campbell, 1999/2000, p. 32). Although some spouses at least verbally approve of course-taking, even this support often diminishes as women's study demands increase. (See Home [1998] for a discussion of role strain among women students.)

Few researchers have studied the ways women handle the multiple responsibilities of income provider, parent, and student. A Canadian study asked women re-entering college about their uses of institutional support such as distance education, day care, assignment date flexibility (during times of family crisis), study skills workshops, teacher accessibility, part-time study, study leave, access to computers at work, and employer reimbursement of educational expenses. Distance education was the institutional support most likely to reduce women's susceptibility to strain and overload (Home, 1998).

Other studies found that mothers often felt that they needed to reassure their families that their studies would have minimal impact on family life and that
they felt guilt about not performing their domestic roles as well as before (Maynard & Pearsall, 1994). In a small qualitative research study in New Zealand, women participating in adult education kept evidence of their learning hidden from others in their families so the home was undisturbed by their student lives (Stalker, 1997). Because women receive little social or institutional support for taking courses once they have home and childcare responsibilities, women generally place higher demands on themselves to compensate for perceived selfishness when they pursue educational goals (Campbell, 1999/2000, p. 32).

In this study, women with spouses and children indicate that they would need, or want, to talk with their partners about taking an online course because of the costs and the time involved. Many men also indicate that they would want to talk with their partners before signing up for an online course. Most men with families, however, consider family responsibilities to be at their discretion.

My wife couldn't care less if I decided to go back to school. ... However, I try to take into consideration that she has the baby full time and in the evenings plus the weekends. She needs a break, so I would consider planning around her schedule. Besides, I want to be a parent, too, and not leave it all to her.

—Computer programmer, 25

On the other hand, when asked whether they felt guilty or would feel guilty taking courses when there was other work at home, approximately half the women respond that they do not or would not feel guilty, even though many of them admit that their family responsibilities come first. Many try to do their course work while other family members are sleeping, or they postpone taking courses until their children are older and more independent. Other women couch their responses in terms of family interests, indicating that their continuing education work is as important as other responsibilities, not only for themselves but also for other family members.

Some women report that because of circumstances beyond their control (such as a child's serious illness), they sometimes are unable to finish a course even though they are doing well. To them the term "drop out" (which they feel implies a failure on the part of the student) does not indicate the varying reasons a student may not complete a course in the allotted time. They argue that they may be required to leave their courses, because online programs and teachers usually have specific and restrictive deadlines for completion of all work, regardless of what may be happening in the students' lives.

Below are some of the women's responses to the question about whether they have felt or would feel guilty taking online courses. These responses make it clear that setting educational goals and priorities is a complex, continually changing task, especially for women with children and partners. The responses are listed from most to least frequently mentioned.

Guilty or not
As one might expect, children, especially young children, are the greatest impediment and heaviest responsibility for female distance learners. "No guilt," a counselor responds. "I have had to put off doing work at home ... to finish my coursework. My time is mostly my own and my daughter's." In contrast, a married woman responds: "I wouldn't feel guilty, but my husband would think differently. If he could see the direct connection in future income ... but he's under so much personal stress right now. I go home and [study] and he freaks out because he wants to sell the house and it needs cleaning."

A few women retort that they don't feel guilty because other family members and children can and should take on some family responsibilities. "Two other people live here, and they are not disabled in any way," notes a 44-year-old purchasing agent.
A police dispatcher similarly responds, "My son is old enough to handle some things on his own."

It's not a problem for me because I'm a single parent and my youngest child will graduate from high school in a few years and is very busy with her own activities. [Things were different] ten years ago when I had young children and a husband to deal with.

—Kitchen designer, 49, single

A 52-year-old disability specialist whose adult daughter is a new mother with health problems reports feeling "guilty if I pursue my own needs, and she feels guilty because assisting her prevents me from doing so." A technology coordinator who would feel guilty about taking a course says, "I would have to discuss it with my husband and son, as doing this would [require me to] rely on their help with my daughter."

Fitting in online education

Most single women and women with partners but no children say that they have more freedom than other women do. A human resources representative who is single explains, "I'm not obsessed with dust bunnies and at this point I don't have kids."

Typically, women report feeling more conflicted about neglecting time with their children than ignoring household tasks or chores, since in one woman's terms, "pursuit of my degree ranks higher in importance" than laundry. Single mothers feel less guilty about neglecting housework than do married women.

Others know that taking online courses would be especially difficult because of expectations that family members have about how women spend their time at home. For example, a 38-year-old substitute teacher says: "My husband and kids did make me feel guilty, because every time they turned around I was studying. When your child says, 'but you're ALWAYS studying,' it doesn't feel good."

Many women avoid guilt by making sometimes quite heroic efforts to slot schoolwork unobtrusively into their family and work schedules or by foregoing leisure time to accommodate their families and jobs. A single mother studies at midnight because she can't study with home responsibilities lingering. A 32-year-old social worker "studies after [she has] put the kids to bed ... [they] come first." Says a student with children at home, "I have learned to map out time either early in the morning or late at night." A self-described night owl enjoys online courses because they are "conducive to late-night study habits ... and I can spend quality time with my family before the children's bedtime." And a 39-year-old billing clerk feels guilty when "I am unable (or too tired) to complete assignments when my son sleeps."

I set aside two to three hours nightly to "catch up" on work and schoolwork so as not to interfere with my family life.

—Nursing recruiter/coordinator, 27, married, children at home

Many women indicate that the third shift of student life occurs late at night or early in the morning. While distance learning allows women to squeeze their studies around the seemingly immovable barriers of family and work life, this evades any general social discussion of how time and responsibilities, both in the work force and the home, might be reconfigured to make fulfillment of educational goals a more humane and less taxing process. Instead, women make individual compromises and choices—as family members, workers, and students—to fit all of these activities into short days. While an insomniac lauds late-night studying as "the beauty of online education," other women accustomed to more regular hours report that the third shift of education cuts into their already-scarce hours of leisure or sleep time.
Sticking to the schedule
In a related set of responses, women discuss the importance of self-discipline and family schedules as a corrective to guilt or feeling overwhelmed. Ostensibly distance education, which can occur within the household, should alleviate family-school tension and schedule conflicts. Yet women make clear that in some ways online learning requires more self-discipline and scheduling to maintain a space within the household for studying and learning. Since this space is not clearly demarcated by a specific class time and location on campus that requires a student's physical presence, women may find it harder to maintain a study schedule with distance learning, or at least may not find it substantially easier.

I am having trouble juggling all my work and school. In distance learning, you have to set aside the time you would normally be in the classroom, and devote it to your schoolwork.

—Single parent, 35

A few responses reveal fault lines in the allocation of tasks within the household, as women try to avoid relying on spouses and kids to carve out long, uninterrupted personal work times. Several women describe the importance of learning to budget time and knowing how to "get [housework] done in record time... to give myself more time for my school work," as a 24-year-old homemaker describes.

A few women in this group maintain family schedules that everyone upholds. Says a 31-year-old legal secretary with a child at home: "I go by a schedule and check off things as they are done. I include home, work, and school deadlines. You must also prioritize."

Online learning: a family affair
Since distance education in effect brings the classroom into the home, it can involve family members in a variety of ways. Several dozen women note the importance of receiving active support and encouragement from partners and children, and several mention that they receive technical help from their partners as well.

Even when other family members are supportive, however, women indicate that they remain the person primarily responsible for household and family-related tasks. A 42-year-old woman describes her husband's household contribution, for example, as pitching in when needed. "My husband is very supportive of anything that I want to do. There would be no complaining from him if the laundry weren't done or the dishes were stacked up," says a 51-year-old director of communications. A part-time career counselor enjoys similar support from her husband who "helps me and very seldom complains about my classes, as he wants to take an online class" as well. A 25-year-old sometimes feels guilty about her class but notes, "My husband encourages me to go to school, so he has taken on anything that I don't have time to do."

My family rates above schoolwork, but they do understand if I need some extra time. My sons and I do homework together.

—Early childhood educator, 34, married, children at home, distance learning experience

A number of respondents report receiving passive support from spouses, for example, not being interrupted a lot while they are studying or not being made to feel guilty. "I feel no guilt because [my husband] does not present any," declares a 26-year-old distance learning student.

A matter of priorities
Several dozen women state that their children are their highest priority. But these women sometimes modify their statements by adding an assurance that classes are most important—after their family's needs. "Being head of the household I always have responsibilities at home," explains a retail manager. "It's a matter of discipline (which I must admit I haven't fully mastered) to set schooling as a higher priority than other work. My children's needs come first. ... Having a specific time every day to study helps, preferably when they're at school."
While most women with children at home prioritize attention to the family over coursework, some women list family as their first or only concern when asked whether they felt guilt. "I wouldn't feel bad because I would finish my family duties first," comments a 28-year-old married woman.

**For the good of the family**

Women who respond that they view education as something that advances their family's well-being typically do not feel guilty about pursuing online classes. They reconcile time away from the family by recognizing that further education may serve a family's long-term interests. "My guilt works the other way," responds a 30-year-old administrative assistant and single mom, who reports feeling guilty when, as the head of the household, she does "other things when I know that I have assignments to complete." An executive assistant sees distance learning as providing a "compromise for the ambitious, yet responsible family member" who wants to spend time at home.

I do not feel guilty about taking a home study course. It has helped me by giving me more time at home. I no longer spend two hours in traffic. I have meals ready for my children. I can help them study more.

—Health consultant, 37, married, children at home

**A supportive boss**

A few women wrote that they don't have to feel guilty about studying at home because they are able to do some course work while on the job.

My boss ... allows me time at work to take on my course assignments. At 53 she is also returning to school for her doctorate. The program she is involved in is completely online. We are both homebodies who treasure the time we have at home. ... We take that seriously.

—Project assistant, distance learning experience

**Accreditation**

Not all distance education programs are accredited, which means that not all programs have received a comprehensive inspection by reputable accrediting agencies, are declared to have "high standards" (which usually means standards similar to those required of traditional courses and programs), or have a record of delivering what they promise. Bear and Bear (2001) count almost 500 fraudulent college programs—often called degree mills—some of which invent agencies to give accreditation to their schools.

In my experience [in a low-income housing project], some people are getting acceptance into bad deals [non-accredited online programs]. Then they take out student loans and they're paying them back and they end up getting nothing for it.

—Social worker

Many recent studies on the effectiveness of distance learning have asked whether online learning is as effective as traditional learning. But this may be much too limited a focus for an assessment of online learning. Growing numbers of students and programs have increased the demand for high-quality distance learning institutions with clear goals and standards and explicit statements about transferring credits. Attention to gender equity issues (discussed in Part 4 of this report) should be a part of new accreditation standards and practices if federal financial assistance to students or institutions is involved and if these programs are to meet high educational goals for all students and faculty.

**Comments**

Most women who are going (or, in many cases, returning) to college have multiple responsibilities. Many single parents care for young children, many are the sole provider or co-contributor to their family's income, and some care for aging or ill parents. Some respondents write about their right to continue their education or about the importance
to their own careers and to their family income of continuing their education. Others write about the tension between their wish to take courses and their need to fulfill family responsibilities. Most respondents mention income problems. These answers open a window on the ways that women, pulled in these cases by the three shifts of work, family, and school, attempt to reconcile competing demands on their time and energy—often with little institutional, financial, or even emotional support from co-workers, employers, schools, spouses, or children.

The family is, of course, shaped by cultural influences. Women in so-called traditional families constantly allude to their assumptions of their responsibilities to their spouses and children. These mothers feel that their primary responsibility is to meet many of the home, educational, emotional, and medical needs of the others in the home. A few point out that while this is a socially constructed situation, women must deal with the resulting heavy work loads not through social programs that would provide childcare and financial support, but through individual solutions.

Teachers and institutions could help in a number of ways. Recognizing some of the pressures that women, especially, might be experiencing, institutions should consider building more flexibility into their schedules and setting up rent-to-own, leasing, or interest-free loan programs for required equipment. Institutions should interview students who drop out to see if more flexible options would have made a difference in their ability to finish courses.
Synchronous or same-time computer-mediated communication differs from asynchronous forms of communication such as e-mail, which do not require that participants be at their computers at the same time. Computer-mediated communication receives a lot of attention from educators and students interested in replacing, perhaps improving on, the kinds of interactions possible in classrooms. Programs such as the Internet Relay Chat enable students and teachers to exchange information in real time. Other text-based programs, such as MUDs (Multi-User Domain) and MOOs (MUD, Object Oriented), allow learners to interact in a virtual world. (In these programs, participants using synchronous discussions create and describe characters, places, objects, and events. MUDs are usually used for role-playing games, while MOOs are usually used for social interaction, including exploration of ideas.) Still other programs allow chats with graphical backgrounds, visible characters associated with each participant, controlled movement of one's character, and other elements intended to make the interaction more interesting and realistic. Ingram, Hathorn, and Evans (2000) discuss some of the opportunities and pitfalls of these programs.

Computer-mediated programs used for social, role-playing, and educational electronic communication will continue to evolve as the use of computer video and audio equipment becomes more functional and widespread. Today educational chat rooms usually show messages in the order participants send them. Students see a list of messages on their screens as messages are posted. When they want to contribute their own messages, they compose their comments on a message window and then send the messages to be included in the electronic discussion. In large classes students often are divided into several smaller groups, which allows for multiple, independent discussions.

Students differ in their interest in participating in online forums, recognizing some of the advantages and drawbacks of the major features of the forums: messages are permanent (they can be read and reread but cannot be undone), messages are public (students can address everyone in the course quickly, which means that there is wide exposure), communication is asynchronous (messages can be written and read when students like, but forums lack visual cues and fluid discussion), and messages can be edited before being sent (students can rewrite to clarify and structure ideas, but composing a text is a discipline) (Hammond, 2000, p. 253). In addition, messages can be written and sent without fear of interruption; therefore, students can claim all the space they want, but their text can be ignored even more easily in an online discussion than can their comments in an oral discussion.

Technology and the Virtual Classroom: The Great Equalizers?

Representing a still common notion about the freedom and equality of online interaction, an Internet expert writes, “One of the best features about life in digital space is that your skin color, race, sex, size, religion or age does not matter; neither [do] academic degrees you have” (Damer, 1998). Others have suggested that when we enter online interaction we can, if we wish, leave behind cultural labels and expectations. Some initially heralded these new forms of communication as open, inclusive, and democratic. The fantasy was that we could readily become who we wanted to be online, regardless of our true backgrounds and experiences, and interact as disembodied equals.
For example, Turkle (1995, p. 178) wrote about how we can each build a new self by cycling through many selves online.

This now appears to be an overly optimistic generalization. We see evidence that, as one critic puts it, “the Internet does not introduce totally new ethnic dynamics, but rather magnifies those that already exist” (Warschauer, 2000, p. 167). Several professors and instructors, for example, describe undergraduate class chat room or discussion list interactions that went astray or got out of hand, resulting in some students dropping out of classes and other students feeling that they were not wanted in class. One professor talked about an “online racial name-calling event that moved from the online discussion space and became a sit-in in front of the administration building.”

Researchers studying interaction in an online graduate class in the United Kingdom discovered, to their surprise, that far from increasing women’s participation, participation by men increased. Men typically made more—and longer—contributions than women. Women were more likely to be interactive (their messages contained more references to previous contributions). Further, researchers discovered that participants were unaware of gender-typed behavior, having little to say about possible male/female discourse differences until they were shown the analyses of their discussions (Barrett & Lally, 1999).

Most computer-mediated communication studies have not looked at conversational differences between women and men of different ethnic backgrounds, even though previous communication studies indicate, for example, that the conversational factors that silence white women are different from those that silence students of color. Furthermore, the conversational traits of some cultures may conflict with the conversational styles that electronic conversations encourage. For example, Hispanic students are often described as using more physical gestures in their conversations, being reluctant to disagree with others, and being less competitive, so text-based electronic conversations may present a particular barrier for participation by Hispanics.

Joanna Wolfe (2000) studied the interaction of computer-mediated and traditional class discussions in undergraduate English classes. She found that Hispanic women participated more than Hispanic men and white women in the traditional environment; Hispanic women reported disliking computer-mediated conversation and participated less in that environment. White males were most verbal in face-to-face discussions. They decreased their participation in the computer-mediated setting, but they did not report feeling shut out by either of these conversational environments. Asian-American

---

**Conversational Styles**

In the past two decades, many studies examined patterns of unequal classroom participation between male and female students, yet research on distance learning has rarely explored these themes. This section will review the existing research literature on conversational styles in the online classroom and discussion forum. Contrary to earlier claims that gender, along with race and social class, is invisible in mixed-sex, computer-mediated interaction (Sproull & Kiesler, 1991), recent research indicates that gender asymmetry exists in both synchronous and asynchronous interaction.

**Verbosity: who’s talking?**

In mixed-sex discussion groups, men contribute more turns and more words online than do women (Kramarae & Taylor, 1993; Wolfe, 2000), who are less likely to continue posting when their messages receive no response (Herring, n.d.). When women do persist, their messages receive fewer responses. (For a discussion of these issues, see Herring, n.d.; Herring, Johnson, & DiBenedetto, 1992, 1995; Hert, 1997).

---

I was advised not to incorporate a chat room in the graduate courses I taught online, as it would be too easy to lose control of the discussion and there would be too much digression.

—Part-time graduate student, 51
students were the least vocal. Although they increased their participation in the computer-mediated setting, none of the Asian-American students expressed a preference for computer-mediated conversations.

In an interview, a male university professor describes additional differences in technological experience by race/ethnicity and sex:

A lot of women are extremely comfortable with technology. The issues I have to watch out for are more when people are doing face-to-face collaborative group work to make sure that the men don't dominate, because oftentimes that can happen. ... I realize I was immediately just thinking of all the women [who] have been really, really active in my classes or really gotten into the technology, but they were basically all white. Of course [this university] is mostly white. ... If there's [another] dividing line, it's trying to get faculty of color to be involved with thinking about technology, because they tend to have so many other demands on them on campus. For the use of technology, especially among faculty, I don't see a gender line as much as I see a color line.

Specific cultural differences in the communication of various ethnic groups may affect the ways that students participate in course discussion. What is appropriate conversational behavior for some students, including the right amount of talk, may be uncomfortable or inappropriate for others.

**Politeness/rudeness**
Research by Wolfe (2000) shows that women in computer-mediated discussions are just as likely as men to initiate disagreements, but they tend to use more agreement terms (which can encourage and promote the participation of others) and tend to drop out of conversations rather than continue to defend their ideas when challenged.

A study by Smith, McLaughlin, and Osborne (1997) concludes that women are more likely to thank others, show appreciation, apologize, and be concerned about rudeness. They are more likely to challenge people who seem to be violating rules of politeness.

> **When I talk with my male colleagues about e-mail messages, I find that they just don't answer a lot of their e-mail messages. For example, some of them say that when they get calls for help—requests for articles or information about their research—from students not in their classes, they just delete those messages. I don't enjoy answering those requests, but I always try to give some help. My husband tells me that when I do that, as a reward I just increase the number of e-mails I get.**

—University professor, 50s

Some studies indicate that women participate more actively and with more influence in asynchronous online environments that include a moderator who maintains order and focus (Korenman & Wyatt, 1996). Studies of online classroom interaction have found women participating more (sometimes even more than the male students) when the teacher, regardless of gender, moderates the interaction (Herring, 1999; Herring & Nix, 1997). The presence of an acknowledged leader with the responsibility for ensuring an environment free of incivility or harassment may create a freer atmosphere for women. Although we need further research on online communication patterns, the possibility that women participate more actively in moderated online classrooms has important implications for online education programs. Teachers might think that setting up self-regulating online class discussions is a more democratic policy; however, in effect such a laissez-faire approach allows the most aggressive individuals to dominate the conversation.
Abruptness
Many women worry that their electronic messages might be too abrupt. Research on students' messages from a college-based electronic forum reflects some gender-related differences. Men posted proportionately more messages, and the content of their messages was likely to be more certain and abstract. (For example, a man might reply to a request for advice, "You need a C program. L programs do not work well," while a woman might say, "I had more luck using a C than an L program. Hope this helps. Let me know.") Women's messages were more likely to include polite or soothing words, acknowledge the original sender, and add qualifiers. Further, the women students seemed to prefer learning from other students rather than from more formal channels (Blum, 1999).

This study finds similar concern among some women for tone and style. A divorced graduate student with a child at home recalls "numerous situations with male professors where I've gotten sort of gruff e-mail from them and I think that they are being tough with me but then when I meet with them in person, they're fine and it's not a problem."

I respond to dozens of e-mails every day from students, from colleagues who want advice or a citation for an article, from people who need letters of recommendation, and on it goes. I seldom have time to reread the messages I send in reply but when I do I see that I sound too brusque, not pleasant enough. I feel bad about that. But otherwise just answering e-mails would take all day.

—Professor

Flaming
Anecdotal information on flaming (the sending of contentious, challenging, insulting messages that may demean an interest or concern of an individual or a group of people) has been available for a decade, yet again, there is little formal or systematic research on extreme behaviors online. While some studies (for example, Bell & de La Rue [n.d.]) found that males are more likely to use rude, derogatory language, this subject requires further research.

In some electronic communities I am involved in (esp. mailing lists), I've experienced really disgusting behavior by male participants/subscribers. Arrogance, up to hard-core sexism, the whole scale.

—University professor, 50s

Because of their experience with behaviors online, some women have established women-only online discussion groups (there are relatively few consciously men-only groups). Even when women organize women-only groups, men sometimes ignore the request that they stay out. Researchers have documented a number of cases in which repeated hostile interference by men has forced women-centered online groups to disband, move to another online site, or set up strict rules for online behavior (Collins-Jarvis, 1997; Ebben, 1994; Reid 1994). Since teacher-directed plans for most online classes do not encourage or allow gender-segregated discussion groups, setting clear regulations regarding acceptable participant conduct and monitoring discussions becomes even more important.

Topic control
When using asynchronous communication, many participants can talk at once, without concerns about interrupting or being interrupted. Students no longer have to wait for a teacher to call on them, and students who have trouble articulating their thoughts orally can take their time to think and compose. Hence some researchers and teachers have talked about the advantages of such online discussions for students who are marked by visible cues such as gender, race, and physical disability in traditional courses. However, while such participants could write at length without interruption, in actuality women whose comments are not noticed by others often decrease their level of participation.
Some research finds that in online discussions, women's topics tend to receive fewer responses from others, both females and males. Women do not usually control the topics of discussion except in groups where women are a clear majority (Herring, n.d.; Hert, 1997).

Silence
What is not said and by whom depends upon not just what kinds of repressive mechanisms are used but also upon cultural ideas of appropriate conversational behavior and upon the coping strategies students use when experiencing sexism and racism. For example, studies of African American adult students indicate that one of the coping responses to obstacles in classes (such as attending discussions that ignore relevant social and cultural experiences) is silence (Johnson-Bailey & Cervero, 1996; Ross-Gordon & Brown-Haywood, 2000).

Students whose native language is not English may have to distort their interests and experiences to participate in online English discussions, where the conversations have an organization, form, and tradition unlike the forms and traditions to which such students are accustomed. For example, members of several Native American tribes (e.g., Apache, Navajo, and Papago) tend to be silent in social situations when the role expectations or the social status of the participants is unclear. Asking them to participate in online conversations with those they do not know or with whom they do not have a defined social relationship may be asking them to commit gross social acts. Also Native American students who must translate from their native languages may have problems expressing themselves quickly in computer-mediated systems (Baldwin, 1995, p. 119). Add to this the social convention of “appropriate silence” (to show respect to elders, for example), and the silence of some Native Americans in online discussions becomes not just something to solve, but something to be understood by other students and teachers.

Some educators extol the relative anonymity of computer-mediated communication networks. The age, social class, ethnicity, and sometimes gender of each of the participants are, at least at times, unknown by others. Now we also need to pay attention to different cultures and our own assumptions about what an online conversation should look like.

Gender
Prior to this study, many participants had not thought about their experience with gender online. Nonetheless, a substantial number say that they see gender differences in both synchronous and asynchronous interaction.

Haven't thought about this/do not have enough experience to know
Approximately one-third of the women respondents in this study cannot answer the question about whether gender-related differences are present in Internet discussions. Most say they do not yet have any or much experience with web-based discussions or they have not thought about whether such differences exist. Some indicate that they are in predominately female online classes. Many know that women and men interact in somewhat different ways in traditional classes and in other settings, but respondents are not sure what is happening online. A 34-year-old teacher notes that in the traditional classroom “women discuss the hows and whys, men want to know where we are going with this. Online, I don't know.”

I teach writing classes, and I can see how women enjoy exchanging confidences and finding out personal things about their classmates, such as number of children. Men ask more surface questions such as courses taken. But online—I am not sure, although research says women and men interact in different ways.

Professor, 46, married
Computer-mediated communication does not help equalize male/female interactions

Approximately one-fourth of female participants say that computer-mediated communication is not neutral and that women and men interact in different ways in Internet classes. Many argue that men want to connect on a more abstract, solution-based level, while women have more diverse interests (including family, career, philosophy) and want to discuss more and work together.

"Women are more prone to handle situations in groups and men want to solve it now. Women discuss a lot more. I've seen men just state opinions, but together both can be very effective," says a self-employed 33-year-old. Others observe the typical differences found in other social settings. As a 22-year-old musician comments, "Men are usually more outspoken, and women speak less [frequently] and more thoughtfully."

Most male students are quite skilled at putting up a facade of confidence and self-assurance even if they haven't grasped the content of a lecture. Women tend not to ask questions in mixed-gender groups for fear of appearing stupid, thinking that everyone else (every male?) has understood the subject matter.

—Research assistant/lecturer, 42, married

A systems analyst provides a detailed analysis of distance learning interaction:

I know that they differ! Being a graduate from a predominantly female college, I found that whenever a man was introduced into the stream of talk, we have them trying to out-speak, out-do or out-talk in order to best the females. Women open topics, not to score but to discover the intricacies of the topic and learn other viewpoints. With a man "that is the way it is" and to challenge him is to insult him, when education should enlighten! Online

the ability to create a pseudo persona is great, but one can find the feminine and masculine traits by the very word choice of the writer and the aggression in their text.

Computer-mediated communication makes discussions more equitable

A smaller number of women see few or no gender-related differences in the ways women and men interact in online courses. These responses emphasize that the lack of visual cues equals online students. A 56-year-old program director notes: “Internet discussions seem to put both women and men on an equal level. We cannot see the other person and therefore we are not so conscious of gender.” A 40-year-old says online classrooms “level the playing field” because visual cues to identity are not available and “only the personality shows through online.”

Other respondents suggest that the equalization of gender relations occurs because of factors inherent in the structure of distance learning. “After all, it really is just typing,” notes an itinerant worker. “One has no idea if the ‘male’ or ‘female’ is [really of that] specific gender. That is the anonymity of the Internet.” Another who attends classes online argues, “Women don’t feel the need to defer or be quiet,” because only first initials and last names are used for login, and hence gender is masked. These answers assume that gender identity is communicated or revealed primarily through visual presence and is, therefore, not evident in other mannerisms or characteristics online.

Most differences are individual or cultural, not gender-based

A smaller number respond that other factors are more important than gender in determining why people interact as they do online. Some reference age and maturity as more salient features of online discussions and interaction patterns. A high school English teacher says, "It is not so much between men and women as it is between cultures as well as ages." A 28-year-old research associate taking an online course puts more weight on “personality/character over gender.”
Other responses
Dozens of the women mention that in online discourse women and men are more open, honest, laid-back, and free. A 27-year-old student writes, "Women feel less apprehensive during Internet discussions." A mental health worker who earned her bachelor's degree through distance learning says, "The Internet provides a certain amount of security since it is not a face-to-face discussion where one can place a face with the opinion." A 40-year-old director of an English language institute states, "Online and in writing, it is easier to be bold and forthright, something difficult for many women to do in person."

I have noticed that I react to women and men differently and my Internet discussions have brought this to light. At times when there is no obvious way of knowing whether your cyber-classmate is male or female, or you have discovered that they are the opposite sex of what you guessed, I [think about] my prior conversations with them to ascertain if I have committed any social faux pas.

—Nurse, 49, single, children at home

Because they do not need to worry about what others might think about them, younger women admit that they change their behavior when taking online courses. A nail technician writes: "No matter what is said, appearances count. If you are at home in your PJs, you’re more likely to be paying attention to work rather than to who is paying attention to you."

Student Identity and Gender Dynamics
Distance learning makes access to higher education possible to a great number of previously excluded people. But the increased access involves not just numbers of students, but also diversity in terms of age, ethnicity, gender, class, income, and work and family situations that once limited participation (Herman & Mandell, 1999, p. 17). As a consequence, many other assumptions about higher education (including curriculum) and the process of education must be entertained. Online courses offer special opportunities for working on stereotypes—if institutions support this work.

Social context cues
In face-to-face conversations we make assumptions based on how people appear (including age, skin color, gender, hair styles, clothing, and speech). We guess, for example, about people's intelligence, social status, and ability to do well in university classes. Many of these cues are missing in text-based online discussions. However, what many view as a deficiency of computer-mediated communication, others (including many women in this survey) find a virtue.

Women taking online courses are optimistic about technology as a corrective to subtle—and sometimes not-so-subtle—bias or discrimination in the traditional classroom. More than half the respondents say that online classes without video present less or no possibility of racism, sexism, or homophobia, since students and teachers cannot see or hear each other. Answering a question about whether online classes minimized or eliminated sexism and racism, one respondent illustrates the enthusiasm for online classes as equalizers: "If you never see who you are dealing with, how do you know unless they tell you? Prior to this question, did you know I was African American? Would you have known even with this question if I did not tell you? I think not."

Many people writing about the virtues of the Internet have suggested that its "blindness" reduces racism and sexism and promotes greater freedom of expression and equal exchange among people of different groups. (See, for example, Graham [1999, pp. 141-145].) Online anonymity, a much-touted and in many respects tantalizing feature of the computer culture and the virtual classroom, warrants closer examination: How do missing context cues—facial expressions, sex, skin color, or appearance—change our educational conversations for better or worse?
Gender-bending online?
The possibility that gender online is more malleable than gender in face-to-face interaction has enticed sociologists and observers of life online. With synchronous MOOs, participants can invent new names (nicks) and personalities (characters), hiding their real identities. These gender experiments, however, have received more attention than their relatively small number seems to justify (Headlam, 2000). In a recent study, participants in several social and educational MOOs were asked whether they had ever used a MOO gender other than their biological designation, and, if so, whether they had done so within the last month. Most participants did not gender-switch as part of their online presentation, and, in fact, most of the participants in the social MOOs had never engaged in gender switching. In role-playing MOOs, the majority were either currently switching genders or had switched genders previously (Roberts & Parks, 1999).

In recreational chat rooms, participants often ask the gender of other participants, and they display their own chosen gender through nicknames, message content, and the use of third-person pronouns to describe their actions. One study finds female characters more likely to use affectionate verbs (such as “hugs”) and male characters more violent verbs (such as “kills”) (Herring, 1998).

While the majority of participants in most chat modes are male, females who participate often receive a lot of attention, much of it sexual in nature (Bruckman, 1993; Herring, 1998, 1999; Rodino, 1997). (In an episode that riveted participants, a character in a social MOO performed a textually enacted rape on a member of their online community. The other characters tried to figure out the relationship of a virtual rape and a physical rape and determine what punishment the attacking character, who operated under a nickname, should receive.) Even among chatters interested in exploring what gender could or should be, many online behaviors are rooted in the old conceptions of gender divisions and hierarchy.

In environments other than games (in education chat rooms, for example), gender is more transparent, because the people enrolled in the courses use their names, which often reveal their gender, and because many view gender-switching as ethically dubious and counter to the expectation that people will be honest.

Even when people play with gender roles, users who present maleness online (whether or not they are male) generally have more power than those who present femaleness (Rodino, 1997). This indicates that while people might briefly change gender online, some of the dominant features remain in action. What would be revolutionary would be new ways for women and men to interact online altogether.

Out of sight, out of mind?
Women and men had a lot to say about whether the new technology used in online courses could help eliminate biases. Since teachers and students cannot see each other, many respondents believe that problems with stereotypes should disappear. For example, a business administration graduate student, 40, taking online courses, states that online (and therefore unseen) students who have experienced discrimination before may have fewer difficulties: “I have had [classroom] experiences where, as an American Indian, I could see others who were non-Indian treated better. I was not given as much time or consideration when I asked questions. ... [In online courses] I can excel in my course work without ... having to compete with the others in my class.” A 52-year-old who finished her master’s degree online was surprised to discover that her “faculty adviser turned out to be 27 ... while my one study buddy was a great-grandmother. [Initially] I didn’t have any idea; I thought we were all about the same age.”

---

**Online distance education can help eliminate those biases. If all students kept that information to themselves, perhaps then it would eliminate the biases completely (another great social-psychology research question!!).**

—Research associate, 28, single, taking online courses
Old wine, new bottles
Several dozen respondents state that old bases for judgment and bias may be replaced with new cues, especially those of writing style and content:

- A 52-year-old bartender with a learning disability writes, "Things communicated in writing tell much about an individual and a bias can be formed from almost any prejudice."

- A 48-year-old college professor predicts, "Different ways of determining [race, gender, age] may arise; e.g., language use, references, etc. Even if they are wrong, these assumptions will still color people's interactions."

- A 24-year-old graduate student similarly cautions from an instructor's perspective: "In most cases I can tell the gender of a person who wrote an essay because males and females tend to have different perspectives and voices. ... Teachers will in general know what gender they are dealing with, so bias will not be eliminated. Perhaps it will be harder to tell with race and age, but again, there are often tell-tale cultural signs."

- A biology teacher reports: "People were very careful about what they wrote concerning race. Most people identified their age by way of chitchat or by way of relating personal experience. And the male/female status was perhaps the very first thing you established in statements such as 'my husband,' and with names like 'Ann' or 'David,' etc."

If a participant is given a number, maybe, but from a linguistic point of view, biases can be detected. You can't wipe out a person's thought processes that include sex/race/age. Go on a chat line and you can clearly see this!
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While most women in this survey applaud the success or potential success of distance learning in minimizing negative biases, many do not necessarily believe that online courses can mask differences among students, nor do they endorse this as a desirable goal. Respondents value explicit identification of differences in online discussions and courses for a variety of reasons. Some feel that avoidance of differences and potential bias will not make the problem go away. Similarly, a few respondents write that it is a valuable part of the educational process for students to confront their own assumptions about others and to challenge others' biases. "Online education just masks reality and minority students' opportunities to take on prejudice head-on," writes a 24-year-old doctoral candidate. A male data entry contractor notes, as well, that distance education "could have the unintended effect of preserving people's biases by protecting them from personal experience with people who disprove their stereotypes."

Yes, [distance education] could help weed out sex/race/age biases on the part of the teacher and other students. But I also think that some learning is lost in the process. I guess I would rather put more money into classes in middle schools and high schools in the spirit of preventive medicine than shield sex/race/age biases from happening to women later on.

—Family transportation specialist

Others underscore that anonymity or disguised identities threaten to "take away ... the essence of a person," as a 42-year-old professor describes. A flight attendant agrees: "I do not like to see gender removed. Women and men have different perspectives that are very valuable to teach different segments of society."

If we want to eliminate [students' personal characteristics], we'd have to become really impersonal. ... As courses become more impersonal and remote from human interaction and knowing who we are, it would be more difficult for [them] to succeed.

—Technology coordinator, 45, married, two children at home, distance learning experience

Face-to-Face Contact

Face-to-face contact in the classroom has many functions. For example, many teachers rely on eye contact as affirmation that a student is paying attention (although in some cultures it would be viewed as staring and a cultural taboo [Spring, 1995]), and students may signal their lack of interest in or understanding of material by avoiding eye contact or sleeping.

When asked whether seeing the reactions of others in a classroom is important, most U.S. teachers reply that it is very important. Several add that while it is vital to them as teachers, it is less important to them when they are students themselves. A former computer science teacher comments: "As a teacher it is through eye contact, especially with women, that I get the feeling if the class understands the lecture or if they are totally confused. However ... as a student it is not really that important to me. ... In a pure lecture environment, it is distracting to have others physically in the same room. [And] if you make your opinions known and someone bristles, then you fear the hostility in the classroom, where it should be freedom of expression."

However, most student respondents indicate that making contact and seeing the reactions of others, especially of teachers, are very important or at least important in some situations.

Contact is important

Nearly one-third of respondents find face-to-face contact important for a variety of reasons. They
include camaraderie ("Life and learning is a social event," explains a 40-year-old outdoor guide, and another respondent wants more than "book sense" out of her education), the motivation that can come from hearing the experiences of others, increased professional contacts, and social interaction with other adults (the latter may be especially important for single parents). Others cite the stimulation that can result from friction and disagreement in the classroom and the problems they have faced trying to deal with disagreement online. A graduate student finds: "Not having eye contact can lead to misunderstandings. I've had my share of cyber fights with people because of misinterpreting something. And once the words are written, you can't go back and erase them, versus when you are in person when someone says something, you can explain it away a little easier."

Other women note the value of hearing sarcasm, jokes, and subtleties of tone. "Looking at others is particularly important for women," says a computer programmer. "If I get upset in a conversation I just look at the person I like and ignore the others. ... There is something visceral about the importance of attention in the classroom." Some stress that students express themselves and learn in ways other than through words. Many state that interaction with others is the primary way they learn—that teaching and learning are relational processes best achieved in face-to-face settings.

I still want to see somebody. I haven't turned into an online shopper, because I still want to touch and feel whatever I'm buying. ... But I guess I'm sort of old school.

—Video producer, 29

No, getting the course credit is more important

Dozens of women respond negatively when asked if seeing the reactions of others in a classroom is important to them. Many women reply that what is most important right now is the degree itself, however it can be obtained. A few women cite logistical problems and subordinate issues of contact or social interaction to convenience. "I don't feel I have the option," comments a marketing consultant. "Online, I can finish my senior year no matter where my husband's job takes us." These answers imply that women may view contact as a social or expendable component of the educational experience. As a 25-year-old registered nurse explains, "Contact and reactions is not my priority ... I am all about learning and progressing to another level."

Several draw an age distinction and say that physical interaction is no longer their priority. A 31-year-old seamstress says contact is less important than it used to be: "With the social element ... eliminated, it is all about the learning for me now. I have friends and a full life. I am looking to expand my knowledge base for both financial gains and personal growth." An instructor of biology similarly notes that face-to-face contact matters less at this point than it did during his earlier college years.

**Having contact with others is important in some situations**

For many respondents, seeing and reacting with others is valuable, but only part of the time. Contact is "an extra bonus ... but not a needed requirement," a 46-year-old computer system support analyst states. Many say that being able to see others is not essential for a rewarding educational experience, but it is an added perk. "Sometimes it is nice to know if I'm not the only one not getting it," a 24-year-old layout engineer comments.

Some students in online courses think that making contact with other students is more important for some courses than others. Contact is deemed important for people-oriented courses and visual courses such as psychology and art but not so important for math and science courses.

**Contact is particularly valuable at the beginning of a course**

Online graduate students who are required to spend some time together on campus believe the experience is critical to the success of subsequent online discussions. One Latina, who writes that her online classmates are a very diverse and mature group including white, Latina, and black women,
a Lebanese woman, and two men in their late 30s, says: “The time we spent together was like ‘boot camp’ because if we weren’t in class we were studying [together]. ... During class a lot of issues came out (race, gender, etc.) and we discussed our individual viewpoints; it was a little messy in the beginning, but ... we accepted each other’s viewpoints and now we can discuss online more freely.”

Technology does allow for contact
Several dozen women argue that contact is important and that distance learning classes accomplish this goal. They point out that they can still get reactions through writing and chat room conversations rather than through primarily visual cues. A 33-year-old single mother writes, “When I was online I made ‘the speaker’ aware I was listening by adding my opinions when asked.” Some women clarify that contact online is just as meaningful as face-to-face but may require the development of new social competencies and skills. An academic adviser explains, “Contact can be simulated in a distance learning environment, it just takes a little more effort.” A flight instructor notes the importance of experience, “Once you are online and actively participating in discussions, you learn the reactions and make contacts just as easily as face-to-face.”

Others add that new and future technology will allow for greater visual and even tactile learning online. “Facial expressions are an important part of some interactions,” comments a single mother returning to school online, “so a camera onsite and at home would fix that, but there’s a lot to be said about the safety of anonymity.”

Visual/tactile learning is important, especially with challenged learners; however, with today’s technology, we have 2D visuals, sound, and graphics. [On the other hand.] I cannot [understand chemistry experiments] without feeling, seeing or smelling the reactions in some way.

—Help desk/systems analyst, children at home

Some respondents note that an online global student body can provide diversity and a cultural richness that is otherwise nearly impossible to represent in a traditional course. They note that this is only true, however, if student expertise and understandings are considered a part of the course material. Now studying in the United States, a young Fulbright scholar from Russia suggests that effective global education “can only come from knowing about other cultures.” She recommends that teachers from several countries jointly develop courses and points out that foreign students studying in the United States often find that professors “ignore what isn’t immediate to them.”

Learning is easier when we are by ourselves
Several dozen women give primacy to the importance of not having face-to-face contact. Most of them focus on the pleasure of being able to spend more time thinking about possible answers and the best ways of phrasing them. Others indicate that unless they know classmates well, they are unlikely to read reactions accurately in any case. A 19-year-old au pair argues, “People can become either inhibited or encouraged [by others’ nonverbal reactions], depending on how they perceive themselves in relation to other students. For example, if you believe that you are not as competent and knowledgeable, you’re most likely to side with the [dominant] discussion and not express your opinions. In an online setting, people generally feel freed of such pressures.”

More than a dozen women value privacy and the chance to work alone more than interaction with students. A paralegal explains, “I like working alone or with a small group of people I trust, like, and respect. You can’t always find that in a classroom.”

Comments
Given their choice, most students and teachers would prefer to have face-to-face contact in their courses. At present most online courses do not provide a good video approximation of what people can see in a classroom. Students who need online courses are willing to forego the advantages of face-to-face interaction for the greater advantage of being able to complete their courses and programs. Some
point out that we can learn to read reactions of others more accurately through their written responses. A favored solution to some of the problems of online learning is to have some face-to-face sessions during a course.

**Online Isolation: Lonely or Alone Online?**

Popular wisdom holds that women value interactive experiences in education, personal relationships with advisers and counselors, and collaborative learning. With these assumptions in mind, does online learning make women feel less connected to students or lonelier in their education? Some of the major primary considerations are listed below from most frequent responses to least. Many replies reject a strict division between being connected and being lonely.

Most women who have experience with online education are more positive about the social and educational possibilities of web-based education than those who do not have that experience, which indicates that perhaps women have preconceived ideas that online learning will be more isolating than those who pursue it actually experience it to be.

**I am as connected as most on-campus students are, but in different ways**

Most respondents who had experienced some online learning write about ways that they feel more connected online than they did in on-campus courses. Many write that initially they felt isolated (one woman writes that she felt as if she were functioning in a sensory deprivation tank), especially since they had always gauged the impact of their words by watching facial and physical reactions. They learned new ways of making connections, however, and discovered that while online they were “only an e-mail away” from teachers, advisers, and other students. Some women feel more connected to their advisers and teachers because of the possible immediacy of e-mail.

Many women emphasize that a distance learning student can, in one woman’s terms, be “as connected as [she] want[s] to be, and after log-off, we can each focus on our families or partners for social needs.” Others distinguish between being lonely and alone. “I wouldn’t say I was lonely, more like alone,” a paralegal clarifies. “I feel connected enough that when I need my mentors, I can reach them.” Similarly, a retired student describes distance learning as independent rather than lonely and “connected to information but not to other people.”

Course structure and student preferences in large measure determine the ease and level of interaction among students. In this respect online courses resemble any traditional classroom course. Notes a housing developer: “In a previous online course, I didn’t like it because of the non-interaction. My current class is completely different. We have e-mail discussions and mandatory online chat room weekly. We can also set up a chat without the instructor being present. ... All these factors provide a feeling of classroom without the faces.”

Other students focus on the adjustments teachers and students make to facilitate online connections. “I have to dazzle others with my writing skills as opposed to my dynamic personality,” explains a 30-year-old teacher. Another teacher states: “I feel connected, but I chose my words wisely since you can’t see my smile. I am wordy, mainly because I don’t want to come across as cross or short with anyone; that is very important to me since most classmates have never met me face-to-face. I write in a lot of lowercase letters so I don’t come across as haughty and I use ... [ellipses] to show natural pauses I would take if I talked with people.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I learned to be more precise in my delivery, to use humor a lot less or explain my humor a lot more. Now I would say I feel like a viable member of my classes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>—Psychologist, 41, married, children at home, distance learning experience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Who needs more social life!
Teachers, more than online students, stress the importance of learning as a social activity. For example, a 65-year-old university teacher argues that she has to “see and hear my students. The stimulation you get from other students, and from the environment, and from the teacher—I think it’s healthy.” As adults with jobs or careers or families, however, most student respondents do not feel as impassioned about the traditional collegiate culture. They have a firm allegiance to their roles as students but also to their roles as workers, parents, partners, or spouses. In this they are similar to on-campus adult undergraduate students. (Donaldson, et al., 2000, p. 8).

Social aspect of distance learning? Who cares? There is a bar on the corner.
—Industrial technical educator, 32, single

Age emerges once again as a critical issue, with older students likely to minimize the importance of social experiences or interaction in the classroom, which, in one woman’s terms, are “traditionally more important to the younger student.” “I am an older student,” a 30-year-old single mother explains. “Younger students will benefit more from the traditional mode of educational pursuits and their funders (parents) would surely prefer them to be on campus where they are more secure and supervised. However, it is the nontraditional audience that distance education will cater to and benefit.” Indeed, a 40-year-old professor predicts that online classes could “connect better than even traditional, especially for older students. What I like is the possibility of working with others who have rich experience that you may not get in a regional traditional college. However, if there is no chance for online discussion ... it can be very lonely (just like a traditional class).”

Other women experience traditional classes as lonely and isolating, especially if they commute to campus. “I was not able to connect with other students because of the commute,” a doctoral candidate recalls. “Working during the day did not allow me to take off to ... meet with peers. ... I think it would be great for once if the class could come to me whether in the office or at home.” Others answer the question about whether online education might be isolating by pointing out that they feel less intimidated talking online than they do talking in the classroom. One 31-year-old student and substitute teacher says that in her traditional classes, most students rarely talk to each other, unless they know each other outside class. In her online class, in which there is less social anxiety, students get to know each other much better.

Distance learning is isolating
The third most frequent response is that women feel isolated in online classes and miss the personal interaction of a classroom. As an accountant explains, “I also know that my instructor knows nothing about me except for the few bits of information I gave at the introductory section of the course.” Others complain about a lack of body language to help interpret what is being said.

A university instructor (and author of a book based primarily on responses of on-campus returning women) thinks that women should not so readily accept their designation as prime candidates for distance education. She stresses what she thought of as especially important for women who are single parents:

The last thing that single moms need is continued distance from the campus. Women should not be bullied into believing that distance learning is the same as a campus education. Women in distance learning are isolated. Women should not be “siphoned off” into distance learning, which doesn’t have the same prestige as regular campus degrees, anyway. Women taking distance learning courses are very credit-hour focused, very family-oriented. Education is on the margin. They are eating the chicken wing ... taking what’s left over. Many often actually have more options. ... Women should have information about the free tuition available to seniors at some state colleges and universities, and other funding available for single moms returning to university.
Loneliness depends upon the needs of the student
Some students report that they “work best without distractions, and other students are sometimes a distraction,” in the words of a bartender. Alternately, they speculate that a social person may feel cheated online. As a manager states, “If a person is apt to make friends, they are apt to do so [despite] the circumstances.”

Persons in a wheelchair are most often persona non grata. They are mostly considered in the way. So distance education would not bother me at all.
—Unemployed, 51, married, uses a wheelchair

Online is best when combined with on-campus interaction
Many programs require periodic on-campus attendance, and some respondents think on-campus attendance should be required for distance learning courses. They favor a hybrid approach that includes “time at intervals to meet with faculty and fellow students,” as a social worker describes.

It can get tiresome to be on the PC for too long. The social aspect is needed for a complete learning experience. Although sometimes I can interact with others via e-mail to share and confirm what I believe, I still seek a warm body to sit and have conversations with about [my classes]. As a woman in the field of computer technology, I find it even more important to do this.
—Computer system support analyst, 46, married, children at home

Other perspectives
A few women believe that as more people become comfortable with the changing computer-based ways of communication, more students will feel positive about online education. This study indicates that this is already happening, and those who have considerable computer or online experience are more positive about the possibilities of online education.
Conclusions and Recommendations

In the past, distance learning courses in the United States have been closely associated with off-campus women and “practical needs” courses—courses isolated from regular higher education and removed from academic excellence. Today university administrators and education businesses are becoming increasingly interested in ways of using new information technologies to promote and integrate online learning as part of their traditional programs and, in some cases, as for-profit parallel programs.

Who will produce and deliver the learning materials? Who will decide what kinds of programs are offered and the content of courses? What efforts will be made, and by whom, to ensure that uses made of the new technologies do not reinforce social disparity and limited theories of pedagogy?

The following recommendations will help ensure positive changes.

Recommendations for College/University Policy

- Treat distance learning students as responsible and intelligent beings, not as passive educational consumers. This should be a guiding principle for all planning and policy.

- Recognize that older students using distance education are a less homogenous group than on-campus students. A major difficulty in planning for older students’ educational concerns is the lack of information about their situations and strategies. This report describes some of these differences.

- Involve women administrators, students, and teachers as active participants and advisers in the planning process for online courses. Given the heavy participation of women in distance learning courses and programs, they, especially, should be encouraged to evaluate their situations and needs and make recommendations. In the past they have been the primary, albeit invisible, receivers of distance learning; in the future they could serve as primary evaluators and planners of online courses and programs.

- Make explicit the institution’s mission statements regarding distance-learning plans. What are the goals? To allow students to increase their ability to understand their place in their society? To serve a greater number of students in the region? To increase students’ ability to find employment? To secure a place in the distance learning market? To increase institutional profits? To try to recoup the (often heavy) expenses of distance education? All these and more? Making clear the relationship of the various goals of the institution will help everyone involved—administrators, staff, teachers, and students.

Most universities don’t really feel that they’re accountable to their customers/students for the product delivered. They think they’re accountable to lots of other constituencies—professors, parents, alums, boards of directors, donors.

—Administrator/professor/director of a communications program, 47

- Find suitable mechanisms for the continual evaluation of online programs, including student and teacher involvement.

- Establish places for online students to talk face to face, when possible. A technology consultant for a low-income housing project cautions that even if it were possible to put a computer into every apartment, it is also
important to have a computer lab in the building—a place for people to congregate in person, discuss course work, learn together, and get technological support if needed.

- **Find ways to make older women students feel welcome online.** Well-planned online programs already include learner support services such as counseling. However, even students who are no older than the average university student but who have children or are working full time feel that they are too old to return to classes. Many women who do not have institutional support for their continuing education worry about whether they will be successful in their return to higher education classes. Attention to their concerns will raise their enrollment and success rate. Some programs have special buddy systems, with successful older students acting as guides and mentors for the incoming students.

- **Combine efforts across programs, colleges, and universities to make political leaders and policy-makers aware of problems (including financial) that adult women, especially, face when trying to continue their formal education.** Bring pressure on government to ensure that students admitted to accredited online programs can receive scholarships and loans.

- **Broadly disseminate information on scholarships and loans for online programs.** Many of the students most interested in online courses suffer from limited funds, and many do not have lifestyle that bring them in contact with standard bulletin boards and educational journals that ordinarily post information about funding. In some cases, traditional grants and loans do not cover the costs of online education.

- **Explore and publicize the hidden costs of not investing in women's online education.** Adult women's education has not been a major political priority, although women's participation in the workplace has been recognized as critical for the national good.

- **Provide teachers of distance learning courses with consolidated material, such as contained in this report, on the many social and equality issues involved with distance learning.** Research based on conventional classroom arrangements may not translate to the online learning context.

- **Interview students who drop out, to see if more flexible options would have helped them complete courses.**

- **Consider rent-to-own leasing or interest-free loan programs for required equipment.**

**Recommendations for Presentation of Course Materials Online**

- **Ensure that promotional materials for online education, as well as courses themselves, provide information and guidance relevant to women and other underrepresented groups.**

- **Develop policies for respecting others and codes of conduct online, and make them available as part of the course materials.**

- **Encourage teachers to become informed about computer-mediated communication research and serve as moderators of online class discussions.** A laissez-faire approach allows the most aggressive individuals to have the most freedom. While single-sex groups might not be feasible or even permitted in many online courses, the knowledge that women in single-sex groups are more supportive of each other and more understanding of the kinds of difficulties many women experience when they have young families may help teachers and students find ways to encourage supportive behavior, even in mixed-sex groups.
Recommendations for Teachers and Instructors

- Clarify for everyone—administrators, students, and teachers—the learning needs that are addressed by the new technology in each program. Tell students why specific methods (such as requiring participation in chat rooms) are being used. An administrator of one distance teaching university states that tension exists over which takes priority: the technology or the learning needs of students.

- Recognize different learning methods, and diversify approaches and methodologies used in online education. Students have distinctive learning systems based on cultural learning processes.

- Make positive pluralism one of the goals of all online programs. Create opportunities for every student to participate as fully as possible in online classroom discussions.

Recommendations for Government and National Policies

- Provide loans for students currently unable to qualify because they are taking low course loads.

- Consider what groups of potential online students are likely to be ignored by online programs. Children of migrant workers are entitled to access to education and training and may benefit from online courses. Online courses could be a great resource for individuals who have to move for political or economic reasons or for prison inmates who have legal rights to the public educational system. Policy-makers must take into account the wide variety of social contexts and needs of online students. One course does not fit all, contrary to recent discussions about the possibility of a set lesson plan cheaply distributed to many.

Recommendations for Research

Universities can play a large role in establishing new research programs to examine small- and large-scale social applications of online learning and culture. This is critical if universities are going to continue to be a base for research and educational policies. Otherwise, industry is likely to fill this role—and industry's questions and concerns often are different from those of people concerned about social equality and intellectual vigor. A caveat, however, is that researchers in colleges and universities are notoriously ready to study and critique institutions and behaviors other than their own. In this time of rapid changes in higher education, everyone will benefit from reflective, open evaluations of online courses and programs.

The following research questions could provide important analyses of online education policy and practice.

**Online conversation**

- Can gender differences in computer-mediated conversations in online courses be generalized across computer program formats, assignments, and course topics?

- Does participation in online discussion change depending upon whether the teacher is female or male and depending upon the ratio of women and men in the class? This study reports that online conversations are often not equitable. For teachers and students to know how to best prepare for, organize, and participate equitably online, more research on the specifics of conversations and satisfaction levels is needed.

**Structure of distance learning programs**

- How can distance learning work best for women (and men) with family and career responsibilities and plans? If we want distance learning to work for people with many time demands and other pressures, we will sponsor more research about how women and men actually try to fulfill their (often competing) family wishes and their career wishes and how distance learning can be best structured to work with their goals, rather than...
simply assume that distance learning (in whatever form) is a good (or the only) option for women with children.

- What pedagogical and economic goals of teachers, students, administrators, and investors can the broad application of the new technologies help achieve?

- Why are many potential learners not participating in distance learning courses? What valuable information can be gathered from students who do not finish online courses and programs?

**Access to distance learning courses**

- What access do students have to computers?

- What kind of equipment is available at home and at work, and when can it be used for online courses?

- How are computer time and work space allocated within households?
Many traditional research methods were not appropriate for this study. First, the process under consideration—online education—is changing so rapidly that focusing on the description and statistics of any one moment or month or year would make the study a historical rather than an analytical contribution to a volatile issue. Second, since the people potentially involved in online education include most literate adults in the United States, any random sample would require a very large number of respondents; otherwise, little could be reliably concluded about women or men of any age, race, ethnic group, geographical location, education level, or occupation. Higher education students are becoming less uniform; therefore, listening as people describe their needs, educational goals, and experiences is becoming more important.

We decided to gather as many viewpoints as possible through structured but flexible interviews and open-ended questionnaires. While news reports have provided information about the online education plans of many businesses and some online administrators, we knew little about the concerns and plans of present and potential students and teachers. We interviewed women and men of many ages, occupations, and economic levels; some respondents were taking online courses and some were not. College and university administrators, librarians, teachers, business executives, and computer specialists were also interviewed.

We conducted a series of pilot interviews to test the questions the interviewers planned to use. We then revised the questions using insights from related studies. Since little research exists about women and online higher education in the United States, we emphasized qualitative rather than quantitative methods.

### Tools

#### Focus groups

Interviewers met with six focus groups, which were homogenous by occupation. The focus groups included a total of 27 people.

#### Individual in-depth interviews

We interviewed 64 women and 36 men, including students, administrators, teachers, potential students, former students, business executives, and online education researchers. Ninety-six interviewees live in the United States. Fourteen interviews were conducted by telephone.

The interviews were conducted by the author (a white female professor with more than two dozen years of researching and teaching about technology and gender issues) or a graduate student who was an AAUW intern (either a white man who has done research on society and new technologies or a woman of color—a university staff member—who interviewed people in her community and place of employment). The interviews ranged from twenty minutes to more than two hours and were conducted in classrooms, homes, offices, coffee shops—wherever the person or the situation suggested.

Almost everyone asked to participate in a face-to-face interview agreed. Interviewees were not offered a cash award for their participation. Many knew about previous AAUW research and quickly indicated their willingness to talk about this topic.

Interviewees came from diverse social classes, race and ethnic groups, age groups, and occupations. We used a questionnaire; however, during each interview, we further developed questions in step with the interests and concerns of the interviewees.
We transcribed all interviews, with some transcripts running more than 30 pages.

Online survey questionnaires
Respondents completed 410 online questionnaires between June 2000 and February 2001, and interviewers followed up by e-mail or telephone. Respondents, who found the survey through Internet-based networks, Internet searches, or the AAUW website, included 398 women (350 from the United States) and 12 men (10 from the United States). Clients at an agency helping low-income women were told about the site and encouraged to complete the questionnaire.

Respondents all had some access to the Internet through computers at home, work, libraries, or the homes of friends and relatives. Many were engaged in a course of study or research or were interested in returning to college or university. Participants in the online survey were eligible for a drawing of a $100 honorarium.

All respondents supplied information about their occupations. Almost all the respondents supplied names, e-mail addresses, and mailing addresses, as well as information regarding age, marital status, and number of children at home. Almost all who were asked follow-up questions were willing to cooperate further, and in some cases respondents continued to send e-mail messages for months.

Mann and Stewart (2000) outlined the advantages of online questionnaires (including the possibility of more leisureed, considered responses to questions) and the disadvantages (including the possibility that respondents may more readily decline to answer some of the questions or quit halfway through). In this study, most of the respondents answered all or nearly all of the questions.

Additional sources of information
The researchers also used the following information:

- Notes taken in classrooms and in homes where people were working on courses online
- Notes from classrooms where teachers and students were giving presentations about their online work
- Notes from conferences where company representatives were exhibiting software programs and educators were giving presentations
- Notes from discussions with academic colleagues about the theoretical, pedagogical, and social underpinnings of the debates about distance education
- Relevant materials (including surveys) from university administrators, business people, educational foundations, research libraries, and the Internet

About the Respondents
Respondents supplied the brief descriptions following the feature quotes in this report. Initially we collected information on class status, but most people found that designation difficult (often describing several changes in their class status during their lives), so the class description is not included. Descriptions of race/ethnicity were gathered in the interviews but are used here only when the respondents themselves call attention to it. In general, those in the majority group (white) spoke of their race/ethnicity only when prompted.

Respondents listed a wide variety of occupations and fields including, for example, academia (student, vice president of distance learning, dean of education, alumni director), health (herbalist, psychologist, medical receptionist), military (soldier, Army intelligence officer), business (financial consultant, mortgage banker), technology (webmaster, programmer, hardware company executive), publishing (writer, editor), law (attorney, legal assistant, police officer), politics (retired state legislator), religion (parish priest), music (trumpet player), and services (baby-sitter, bartender, flight attendant).
Questions Asked

Interviews and questionnaires dealt with the following general areas: Who is using the new media and under what conditions? What do people see as potential inequalities? What do they see as factors that will affect their opportunities to use the new technologies for their educational interests?

The questions and responses fell into five major categories: aspirations and needs; ideas about the future of higher education; experiences, worries, and successes; access; and connections and caring.

In-depth interview questions
In-depth questions were designed to encourage participants to reflect upon their educational experiences and expectations, focusing particularly on the possibilities and problems of online education. We wanted to capture concerns and interests that may have been ignored in surveys about technology and education, especially women's concerns and interests. See the protocol on page 66.

Online survey questions
Recognizing that people who use computers and are interested in obtaining a higher education degree or in returning to course work might have particularly relevant ideas about online education, we posted an online questionnaire. (Lee [2000, p. 118] and other researchers suggest that investigating the uses of the Internet might be an especially appropriate way of using the Internet as an information resource.) Computer users were asked about their involvement and interest in higher education, both online and on campus. The first 10 respondents were asked how long they spent answering the questions; their responses ranged from 15 to 40 minutes. The online questionnaire, with questions based on the stories and insights gleaned in the interviews and other research documents, is included on page 67.
## Face-to-Face Interview Protocol

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Full or part time</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Class/socioeconomic group</th>
<th>In childhood</th>
<th>Now</th>
<th>How did you finance/are you financing education?</th>
<th>What post-secondary education have you received?</th>
<th>Married or with a partner</th>
<th>Children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### 1. Aspirations, needs
- What are your educational goals?
- What kinds of learning do you need for what you want to do in the next five years?
  - For vocation or career purposes?
  - Academic purposes?
  - Personal knowledge and pleasure?
- What do you anticipate needing later in life?
- When you make decisions about your life, do you have to consider a spouse or partner and family matters?

### 2. Ideas about the future of higher education
- What technological changes do you anticipate in higher education instruction that will affect your plans?
- Think of your ideal education process.
  - What are the elements?
  - What does it look like?
  - How does it work?
- How do you think you’d like to use the new technologies to make things work better for you?
- If you were designing the courses and the technology, what would you want them to do? How would you want them to work?
- Did you enjoy being on campus? Would you want to return?

### 3. Experiences, worries, successes
- What have been your best education experiences?
- Describe the best teacher you ever had. What made her or him the best?
- Describe your worst teacher. What happened? What would you have done to correct this if you could?
- What kinds of classes have you liked the best?
- How do you most enjoy learning?
- What would you change to make college/adult education courses work better for you?
- If you have used DL
  - Was taking a DL course your first choice (over taking a course in a traditional classroom)?
  - Has taking a DL course allowed you to do something you wouldn’t have been able to do otherwise? If so, what?
  - What was the best class you ever had in DL? Worst? Why?
  - How did you receive materials and instruction? Voice mail, videoconference, web courses, e-mail, audio conference? Other?
  - Which was highly effective? Which not?
  - What did you expect the experience to be? Did you have any expectations, fears, anxieties, or excitement going in?
  - If so, what were they?
  - How did your experience differ from your expectations?
  - Did you have any or much interaction with teachers and other students?
  - Do you think DL is an improvement or a liability over traditional classrooms?
  - Can you share a story about your dealings with DL when things worked? When things didn’t work?
- Do you say, write, think or do things in the DL environments that you wouldn’t do in a classroom?
- Is it easier or harder in a DL course to feel that you’ve communicated your points?
- Does DL make the juggling of multiple responsibilities (work, family, etc.) easier or more difficult?

### 4. Access
- What information technologies (telephone, cell phone, answering machine, TV, satellite, cable, VCR, CD player, personal computer, laptop, e-mail programs, internet access) do you have? At home? At work? For which of these have you made the purchase?
- What do you anticipate needing later in life?
- If you were creating the technologies, what would you create to make your life better?
- What time restrictions do you have?
  - If married or living with a partner, do you have more restrictions than they have?
- When taking classes, how do you handle demands on your time from family, job, other?
- Who has first computer rights at home?
- What kind of technical training/interest/resources do you have?
- When you need technical help to whom do you go?
- Are you able to use a car for study-related purposes (such as driving to a study center)?
- What are your financial constraints? Do you consider costs when deciding what courses to take and when and where to take them?

### 5. Connections, caring
- Do you enjoy studying with others? What, if anything, do you value about face-to-face meetings in class?
- What do you miss about the traditional classroom, if anything?
  - What would you miss about the DL experience if you were in a traditional classroom?
- Do you enjoy classroom discussions? Participate in them?
- Would you be more or less likely to participate in discussions held via computers? How about interactional video hookups?
- Is it important to feel that you are connected to the teacher and/or other students? If so, what kinds of connections make you most satisfied with your course experience?
- To whom would you recommend distance learning?
  - What kind of person or student?
  - Why?
  - Who would dislike it?
- Do you think that women and men have (or will have) similar experiences in DL classes?
- What has been the gender composition of the courses you’ve taken, either traditional or DL?
- In your classroom experience (traditional or online), who contributes the most—women or men?
- Does the type of classroom (traditional and DL) change the power dynamics in any way?
- What makes you participate more often? What makes you participate less often?
- When you feel uncomfortable participating much, what is the environment like? What makes you uncomfortable?
- What kind of instructor helps you participate?
Online Survey Questionnaire

Male or Female
Occupation?
Age
Single  Married  Other  
Number of children under 18 living at home

When was the last time you took a course for credit or toward a degree?

Do you have your own computer at home or access to someone else's computer at home? In what rooms?

Do you have access to a home computer whenever you want to use it?

Do you have access to a computer at work that you could use for distance education purposes? Please explain.

Please briefly describe one of your best educational experiences (regardless of whether any special technologies were involved).

Please briefly describe one of your worst educational experiences (regardless of whether any special technologies were involved).

Could you take a distance education course if you decided to, without consultation with other family members? Is time, or cost, an important consideration? Please explain.

Would you prefer a traditional instructional delivery method or distance education if you had a choice? Please explain.

Do you think that distance education can weed out sex/race/age biases on the part of the teacher and other students? Please explain.

What kind of student do you think is most suited to taking distance education courses?

Do you feel that you have enough technical support to take a distance education course? Would concerns about technological support prevent you from taking distance education courses? Please explain.

Do you think that women and men interact in different ways from each other in traditional classrooms? Please explain.

Do you think that women and men interact in different ways from each other in Internet discussions? Please explain.

Is making contact and seeing the reactions of others in a classroom important to you? Please explain.

Would you feel guilty taking distance education courses at home when there was other work at home to do? Is your time at home basically yours to decide how to use? Please explain.

Do you plan to use distance education courses in the future to obtain a degree? For personal knowledge and pleasure? For career advancement? Please explain.

Do you learn primarily through discussions, through independent work, or through group work? Please explain.

Do you think that distance education is a good alternative to classroom study when it is the only way to take a course? Please explain.
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